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ABSTRACT 

Tbe p u p s e  of this thesis is to provide an economic rationale for observed 

contractual arrangements in the intermediate market for raw fish. Two general types of 

contracts have been observed: spot-market 'kontsacts" and incomplete Iong-term 

contracts. The latter are typically accompanied by non-price compensation mechanisms, 

such as processor-provision of the vessel, ancillary gear, and credit. The contractual 

arrangement is observed to vary both across and within different fisheries. 

The following hypothesis is proposed to explain this variation in contractual 

arrangements: 

Owing to the presence of transaction-specific investments, there is 

poten tiat for ex p s t  hof d-up. The nun-price compensation mechanisms 

that accompany long-term, incomplete contracts serve as credible 

eonamittments to mutually advantageous exchange. That is, reciprocal 

ex ante specific investments are incurred in order to reduce the 

probability of ex post hold-up. 

The implication of this hypothesis is as follows: 

The probability that a transaction will be governed by a long-term, 

incomplete contract rather than a spot-market transaction is directly 

correlated with the expected fm from potential expctst hold-up. 

A simple model is developed in which a long-term, incomplete contract 

accompanied by non-price compensation is shown to promote efficient exchange. In 

iii 



order to determine whether the above hypothesis is empirically supported, the following 

variables are identified as affecting the expected toss from potentiaf hold-tip: 

1. perishabiIity of raw Gsh 

2. alternative sources of supply 

3. alternative markets for the intermediate product 

4. specificity of the hm-esting technology to a psticultu species andfor to  

a prucular iintem~edia~/final produci-form 

5. specificity of the processing technology to a particular species and/or 

intermediate product-form 

6. volume exchanged per delivery 

A sample of over 15,000 transactions between fishers and processors is analyzed. 

Both non-parametric and parametric tests are conducted in order to examine the validity 

of the above hypothesis. The non-parametric chi-square test of independence offers 

support for each of the above variables as an important determinant of contractual 

choice. Similarly, both a binary probit and an ordered probit xgression identify each of 

the above variables as significant determinants of contractual choice. 
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CHAPTER ONE: IXTRODUCTION 

The market for raw fish serves as an interesting arena in which to study observed 

contractuai arrangements for the transaction of an intermediate good. In British 

Coturnbia the nature of the contractual relationship existing between buyers and sellers of 

raw, unprocessed fish varies both across and within particular fisheries. The ultimate 

purpose of this study is to provide an economic rationale for these observed contractual 

arrangements. 

Contractuaf mangemnts in the British Columbia market for raw fish are 

observed to be of two general types: 

1 + A spot-rnartiet m g e m e n t ,  wherein both buyers and sellers of raw fish seek 

exchange opportunities with one another after incurring the requisite seasonal 

investments (e.g., vessel maintenance, crew, processing facilities, etc.). There is no prior 

agreement for exchange to sake place betwen the two parties, nor is there an agreement 

that the relationship will continue beyond a particular transaction. This type of 

arrangement corresponds to Wilfiamson's (1975) "discrete transactions" paradigm. 

2. A long-term, incomplete contract1 in which parties a p e  to trddp_ with one 

another, perhaps exclusively, prior to either party incurring seasonal start-up costs. The 

contract is incomplete in that the terms of trade are not completely specified in advance. 

Long-term contracts are generalty observed to be accompanied by "non-price 

compensation mechanisms" such as season-end "bonuses" paid by processors to vessel 

ownerfoperators, the financing of vessels by processors, and the provision by processors 

of accounting and banking senices to fishers. 

fNotc that the term "conmt" hem refers simply U, the rules that govern the relationship. These rules 
m y  or may not k expliciEfiv dsfiwd. Thtl majority of long-term c c c z x t ~  arrangements between 
wasan and fishers appear to k implicitly rather &an explicitly defined, presumably owing to the 
difficuIty of m ~ x t d t y  specifying in advance responses to all future contingencies. 



The purpose of l h i s  thesis is to provide an economic rationale for the observed 

contractual variation in the B.C. intermediate market for raw fish. Two main bodies af 

literature potentially contribhte to an understanding of how transactio~ls for an 

intermediate product are completed. One posits that the choice of contractual 

arrangement is motiwted by the pursait or maintenance of market power. A second set 

of literature fmilses on transaction costs as the key to explaining contractual behaviour. 

The first set of literature includes both studies that have been directly applied to 

the fishing industry, as well as more general res~arch. Three independent studies are of 

particular importance. Explanations for the use of non-price compensation mechanisms 

in raw fish transactions have been offered by Shaffer (1979), Schwindt (1982), and 

Pinkerton (1987). They have individually argued that it is the market structure of the 

processing sector that explains the reliance of some parties on "non-price competition" 

for raw fish supplies. They assert that the oligopsonistic nature of the market for raw 

salmon leads processors to explicitly or implicitly collude in order to keep the price of 

raw fish lower than would be possible if the buyers' side of the market was more 

competitive. When processors offer a higher price for raw fish in order to attract supply, 

cornpaition for the limited supply will induce other firms in the indust-ry to do the same. 

As the price of raw fish rises, processors' profits are eroded. Thus, such behaviour is 

viewed as "destructive" price competition. Each of the above authors maintains [hat 

changes in the level of non-price compensation are more difficult to detect than changes 

in the per unit price of fish; thus, non-price competition is the preferred method of 

acquiring supply. 

With respect to the transaction-cost literature, two approaches are considered, 

One rationale often put forth to explain contractual complexities of the type described 

above is that of risk allocation (Borch, 1963; Arrow, 1970,1975). Specifically the use of 

non-price compensation in long-term contracts may serve as a method of reducing the 

variation m suppliers' mdfor buyers' incomes across states of nature. 



The explanation adopted by this paper stems from the transaction cost 

framework of Coase (t960j, Klein et. al. (1978), and Williamson (1979). Owing to the 

difficulty and costliness of contractually specifying, monitoring, and enforcing all 

elements of performance for all possible contingencies, the transacting parties resort to 

an incomplete contract. When a contract is incomplete, however, there may exist a 

tendency for transactors to take advantage of the unspecified elements of contractual 

performance by opportunistic breach of the contractual understanding. In order to 

prevent contractual breach, the parties employ an "implicit" contract enforcement 

mechanism; that is, performance is implicitly enforced by the threat of te,mination (Klein, 

1985). Under some circumstances, the threat of termination, by itself, is insufficient to 

prevent breach. The parties may then take other measures to ensure that the contract is 

self-enforcing. 

The hypothesis offered in this paper is as follows: the non-price compensation 

mechanisms that accompany long-term contracts in the intermediate market for raw fish 

represent specific investments that serve as credible commitments to the contractual 

agreement. 

Consider a transaction, T, in which ex ante investments by two parties (fisher and 

wholesaler) at one point in time are necessary. There is then a subsequent exchange in 

which the fisher sells fish to the wholesaler. Suppose further that these investments are, 

to some degree, transaction-specific. That is, the value of these assets in an alternative ex 

post exchange is less than their value in the transaction, T. Suppose that expected 

revenue from the transaction, T, exceeds costs (including opportunity costs), so that 

there are rents to the transaction. Efficiency then demands that transaction T occurs so 

that the rent is realized. By extension, we have market failure if transaction T is not 

undertaken. 

In the absence of specificity, the investments will be undertaken and the potential 

rent realized, just as efficiency dictates. The presence of ex ante specific investment, 



however, potentially leads to ex post hold-up. If one party incurs cmte specific 

investment costs that are in excess of the ex post opportunity cost of these assets, he/she 

potentially becomes the victim of hold-up. The opportunistic party may actually impose a 

loss on the other party, causing the latter to regret having made the ex ante specific 

investment. 

Of course, a party will actually undertake an ex ante specific investment only if 

the expected net return from doing so is positive. The larger is a party's specific 

investment, the weaker is its bargaining position in the ex post game when fish are 

exchanged. Clearly, this deterioration in bargaining power can be so severe that the 

victim of hold-up may have regrets about incurring the specific investment in the first 

place. Assuming fhat <he hold-up is anticipated and is sufficiently severe, the potential 

victim of hold-up will not undertake the initial investment. Market failure, driven by 

specificity of investments, then results. 

An ex aate credible commitment to the exchange, undertaken by the potentially 

opportunistic party, may promote efficient exchange. Ex ante non-price compensation 

(e.g., vessel financing, provision of gear) from a wholesaler to a fisher serves as a 

credible commitment to an efficient transaction. Under some circumstances, such a 

commitment by the wholesaler is necessary to entice the fisher to participate in the 

transaction. 

The implication of the above hypothesis is: the greater the expected loss from 

potential hold-up, the more likely it is that a long-term contract, accompanied by credible 

investments, will be observed. 

It is possible to identify variables that are likely to influence the transacting 

parties' preferences for one contract over another. The preceding discussion suggests 

that the size of the loss a party expects to incur in the event of hold-up affects the 

individual's contractual choice. The extent of the potential loss to one party resulting 

from ex post opportunism by the other party is, in turn, dependent upon the degree ti, 



which the initial investment is transaction-specific. Thus, those variables affecting the 

degree of asset-specificity also determine the preferred contractual arrangement. 

The foIIowing variables, either directly or indirectly, augment the specificity of 

the initial investment, These variables are thus offered as determinants to the parties' 

preferences between a Iong-term, incomplete contract and a spot-market transaction: 

perishability of raw fish; voluri exchanged per delivery; alternative sources of supply; 

alternative markets for the intermediate product; flexibility of the harvesting technology 

across species and across intermediate and final product-forms; and the flexibility of the 

processing technology across species and across final product-form. 

The goal of the empirical work is to establish a connection between contractual 

choice and the presence of transaction-specific assets. In order to empirically test the 

validity of the above hypothesis, individual transactions between fishers and wholesalers 

arc analyzed. Much of the data presented and used in the analysis constitutes a major 

contribution of this thesis. Both nonparametric and parametric tests have been conducted 

in order to explore the validity of the thesis' hypothesis. The nonparametric tests used in 

this analysis is the chi-square test of independence. The parametric test involves deriving 

the maximum-likelihood estimates of both a binary probit model and an ordered probit 

model. 

Chapter 2 reviews the history of the British Columbia fishing industry and also 

describes the current state of the industry. A description of the intermediate market for 

raw fish is supplied ix Chapter 3. The natiiie of trmszctioiis k~~iieeii fishers a ~ d  

pmessors is described for the two m ~ n  ws JYV of arrmgernents: spot-rnuket mszctims 

and incomplete long-term contracts. Further, empirical regularities across a cross-section 

of fisheries, gear-types, and find product-forms are presented. Chapter 4 reviews the 



relevant fiteratu~;i: concerned with explaining contxactual structure in vertical 

relationships. Two main modvations for contractual structure ax explored: market- 

paver incentives and transaction cost incentives. The hypothesis that contractual term 

are designed so as to circumvent the hold-up problem is proposed. Chapter 5 presents ar? 

abstract and general model in which production of an intermediate product requires cJx 

ante transaction-specific investments. In this model, ex a m -  credible commitments are 

shown to promote efficient exchange. Chapter 5 also discusses the application of the 

model to the B.C. intermediate market for raw fish. The empirical methodology and the 

results of the empirical analyses are provided in Chapter 6. Conclusions and possibilities 

for future research are presented in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER TWO: 

HISTORY AND CURRENT STATE OF THE BRITISH COLtfiMBIA 
FISHING INDUSTRY 

A. History of the Fish Harvesting and Fish Processing Sectors 

1, History of the Commercial Fish harvest in^ Sector 

Prior to the arrival of European settIers on the Pacific coast of North America, salmon 

sewed as a dietary staple and as an exchange commodity for the indigenous coastal population. 

Sun-dried, smoked, and salt-cured salmon were consumed domestically and, subsequent to the 

arrivaI of European settlers, exported to the Hawaiian Islands and some Asian countries. The 

con;mercial canning of Pacific salmon began in 1864 in California as a response to a sstrengthening 

market for tinned salmon in the United Kingdom, The first cannery in B.C. was opened in 1870 

near New Westminster (Childerfiose and Trim, 1979). The commercial potential of halibut was 

recognized by the late 1800s. The New England Fish Company from Boston entered the Pacific 

hdibut fishery in 1894 by establishing its headquarters in Vancouver and chartering two steamers 

(McMullan, 1987: 39). 

In addition to salmon and halibut, the herring and groundfish fisheries have been important 

in the growth of the B.C. fishing industry. Before the turn of the century, hemng was harvested in 

large volumes. It was used as halibut bait and served the dry salted market in the Orient. Fears of 

resource depletion led to the closm of the hemng fishery in 1967. The roe herring fishery began 

in 1932 and continues to be a valuable fishery (McMullan, 1987: 42). 

Prior to World War I, the groundfish fishery, which includes sablefish (black cod), sole, 

grey cad, and rockfish, was limited by a small local market demand. Heavy investment in shore 



processing facilities in the 1960s provided an intermediate market that was able to support a 

considerable fleet of groundfish tra~1er.s.~ However, markets for Pacific groundfish were, and 

continue to be, Ilmited by competing supplies from other countries (McMullan, 1987: 43). 

Tn addition to the fisheries described above. there exist numerous small fisheries in B.C. 

These include dive fisheries for abalone. geoduck, sea urchins and sea cucumbers. There also exist 

fisheries for shrimp, crab and ciams. 

Salmon continues to k the commercially most important fishery in B.C. Throughout the 

f %Of, the value of salmon landings constituted, on average, over 75% of all fish production in 

B.C. The value of roe herring landings varied between 15% and 35% of total fish production in 

the 198Os, rendering it the second most valuable fish species. Although halibut comprised one- 

fifth of to& landings in 1970, it now represents only 1-2% of the wholesale value of all B.C. fish 

products.2 The reduction in the relative importance of the halibut fishery stems partially from the 

development of new fisheries in •’LC. and from excessive fishing in earlier years. 

Regulatory History 

The ownership of arid jurisdiction over the Pacific fishery resources is divided between the 

fecteral and provincial governments. The conservation and management of fish resources entail 

two fundamental responsibilities: the preservation of fish habitat and controlling the harvest in 

order to conserve stocks (Pearse, 1982373. The fedeml government retains constitutional 

jurisdiction over sea coast arll inland fisheries. This authority extends from enacting legislation 

intended to protect fish habitat to the regulation of fishing activities. The Fisheries Act (Cunudu) 

provides general authority to regulate both marine and freshwater fisheries to ensure that the 

p k m q  cmsemation rn-dzk Is met. T%e act and its regdatirns a?s= esublish a regulatory 

sckm designed m emm ~rdedy industry prxtice in dda! WrtPrs, liceming both individuals and 

vmseIs, and stipulating nzettrods of fishing (Blewitt and Huestis, 1988). The provincial 

'The trawling m e W  of fishing involves a vessel towing a net set very close to the sea-bed. 
h A n u l u a E  Statistical Review, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 1980-1989. 



government owns most of the uplands and the freshwater 'that serve as fish habitat. It has 

!egis!a:iue authority over municipal affairs 23d most other up!md activities that theaten fish 

habitat (Pearse, 1982:23). This constitutional division of authority between the two governments 

often leads to conflicting interests and responsibilities. Under the present system, the federal 

government retains law-making power and delegates to the province the authority for 

administering the legislation fPearse, 1982: 33). 

The need to control the expansion of fishing fleets in Canada's Pacific fisheries has been 

recognized for over a century. In 1889 the federal govermerlt limited the number of licences for 

fishing boats on the Fraser River to 500. The majority of these were distributed among canneries 

according to their canning capacity. As the canneries expanded in capacity, however, they became 

eligible for more licences. Moreover, additional licences were allocated to new canneries that 

were built. Consequently, this initial licensing scheme became ineffective in controlling the level of 

fishing effort applied to salmon stocks and was abadoned in 1892 (Pearse, 1982: 78). 

A second experiment was attempted on the north coast, where the vast majority of the 

fleet was owned by canneries. In 1908 the Commissioner of Fisheries for B.C. placed a limit on 

the number of boats existing canneries were permitted to operate. The canneries negotiated 

privateIy among themselves in order to determine the allocation of vessels. As the value of the 

salmon escalated during World War I, the government acceded to the pressure to issue licences to 

new canneries. All restrictions on cannery licences were eliminated in 1917 (Pearse, 1982:78). 

In 1968 the Davis Plan was implemented. The intent of this program was to control the 

salmon fleet through a system of restrictive licensing of vessels. 'rhe first phase of the scheme 

involved freezing the number of vessels by licensing only those showing significant dependence on 

the salmon fishery. A "buy-back" p r o m  was then implemented in which "excess" vessels were 

purchased by the government and retired (Pearse, 1982: 79). 

As a result of the restrictive licensing program, the salmon fleet is smaller but the capacity 

of the fleet has increased. This is because the remaining vessels invested in additional fishing 



power as the value of the catch increased (Pearse, 1982:79). Despite the lack of success in the 

R.C. s d m m  fishery, a restrictive licensing system is sow in place for inmi of the other Pacific 

fisheries- Upon the introduction of a restricted entry regime, vessels or individuals have been 

allocated licences on the basis of historical catch. In the post-allocation period of a limited-entry 

fishery, potential entrants must either purchase, lease or inherit a licence from incumbent licence- 

holders. Both open-access and limited-entry fisheries are generally subject to the imposition of a 

"total allowable catch". Fisheries managers and biologists determine the maximum amount of fish 

that can be haruestd while maintaining the viability of the fishery. The fishing season is closed for 

a fishery once the total allowable catch has been harvested. 

In order to deal with the problem of continued investment in excess capacity on the part of 

licensed vessels, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans has introduced the "individual quota" 

system in some fisheries. Under this regime, a catch ceiling is imposed on each of the licensed 

vessels. A vessel quota, if monitored and enforced, attenuates the incentives of fishers to increase 

capacity; rather, fishers are encouraged to harvest their quotas at minimum cost. The individual 

quota system is currently used to manage a few of the dive fisheries and has very recently (1 990) 

been implemented in the halibut and sablefish fisheries. 

2. History of the Processing: Sector 

The commercial fishery in British Columbia was initiated by canneries. In the early years, 

the B.C. fish processing industry primarily served a large market for canned sockeye salmon in 

Great Britain. The B.C. canning industry developed in the 1870s along the Fraser River 

(Muszynski, 1987:48). 

Until the 1890s the p ~ ~ ~ ~ j s i n g  sectar consisted of 10-15 small firms, all of which were 

either proprietorships or partnerships, and each of which received approximately equal msrket 

shares. Canneries acquired the labcur force necessary for the harvesting and processing of salmon 

through offers of daily wages md f a d y  emploj~mcnt. Men fibbed from river banks or from 



coastal, company-owned vessels, while women and chiidren were employed in the canneries 

iirem,seives (fvfrnchdc, i987:B j.3 

In order to reduce their dependence on processors some fishermen began to form fishers' 

cooperatives in the late 1920s and 1930s. The cooperatives chartered, and later purchased, fish 

packers and sold fish directly to American buyers (Muszynski, 198758). 

Local commission merchants with trade connections to Great Britain provided fish 

processors with financial capital, and supplied them with canning and harvesting resources as well 

as a disii-ibuiiori system io zlle market (S'acey, 19826). Until the 1870s the canners were 

dependent upon these externally provided distribution channels to consumer markets. 

Shareholders with trade connections to Great Britain obtained financial control of the processed 

product. The move of Canadian banks to British Columbia offered canners an alternative source 

of financial capital. By the early 1900s, canneries themselves began to incorporate, thus 

eliminating their financial dependence of distribution agents (Muszynski, 1987~48). 

Overexpansion along both the Columbia and Fraser rivers led processing companies to 

seek alternative sources of raw fish supplies from Alaska and northern B.C. By the mid-1880s, 

salmon canning was the leading industry in B.C. in terms of both employment and value of 

 export^.^ 

Processing firms began to merge with one another in the late 1890s. Acquisition of 

additional operations became attractive to canners after the federal government's introduction of a 

boat licensing program in 1889 (Marchak, l987:B). Vessel licences along the Wser River were 

limited to 500; those distributed tr! canning companies were based on capacity. Thus, by acquiring 

additional processing capacity a canner was also able to obtain greater harvesting capacity. By 

1-891 r_h-%e ! q e  fims - Ptrrgb-kc. Packin- 6 Cc. Ld., Ewes & Co.md the Vicmia Czming Co. 

Ltd. - controlled over 70% of the Fmer River sockeye sdmon p x k  @&I, 1975:282). 

3 ~ n  additional source of labour was provided by Chinese immigrants who were brought in on contract to work in 
the canneries. The contractor typically supplied the entire cannery work-crew and was compensated by a piece-rate 
scheme (i.e.. per case of packed salmonj Muszynski. 1987a59). 
*~orestry subsequently became the leading industry in B.C. by the late 1880s. 



Fom y e m  &er its intrductior, &e 'mat-licencz lirriitation program was abolished in 

respnse to considerzbk resisrcmce on :he part of bob% ciiiiiiers aiid fishers (PdIilszynslci, i987:5Oi. 

This led to the entry of both fishers and processors. Thus the rise in indusclry concentmeion e h ~  

arose during the first licence-limitadm program was soon alleviated. 

The B.C. Packers' Association of New Jersey, now known as 3.C Packers Ltd., was 

formally organized in 1902 with h e  amalgamtion of a number of both small and large firms. The 

Canadian Fishing Company, criginally a halibut fishing company, became the major rival of B.C. 

Packers in the early 1920s. The t.ao compmies hme dominated salmon eaniing in British 

Columbia for most of this century (Muszynski, 198755). 

Until the mid-1900s the processing sectcr of the B.C. fishing industry owned the vast 

majority of fishing vessels in the industry, Processing companies were thus able to control the 

level of effort applied to fish stocks, thereby preventing overhawesting, Vertical integration into 

the barvesting sector allowed processors io capture the majority of resource rent in the fishery 

After World War I1 an increased demand for fish products eventually encouraged the 

ad~ption of quick-freezing tech~ologies in the processing of frozen fish, Processors also began to 

equip thek fishing vessels and packers with refi-igeration capacity. This meant that vessels were 

now able to trmspo1-t fish over large distances, eliminzting the need to establish processins 

facilities closr= to resource capture. The introdustion of these technolcgies also resultcd in the 

znby of small processors that could not meet the higher capital iilvestmnt and labour sosts 

required for cannhg jMuszynski, 198757). The number cf independeat operator-owned vessels 

also increased in response to the grcwing market demand for fresh/frozen fish. Despite these 

~tructur"d changes i~ the B.G. fishing industry, the processing sector ccntiaues to be domicated by 

a few Imge Erms.5 

SSee Tables 4-1 and 4-2 in Chapizr 4. 



E. Current %tie af the British Columbia Fishing Endustry 

Moie than 48 species of fish and marine mammals are now harvested and marketed bv 

British Columbia's fishing and aquaculture industry. In 1991, cominerical fishing licences provided 

7,300 personyears of employment; the industry also supports an estilnated 5,700 person-years in 

fish pmcessing plants and shipyarck6 In 1990, the total landed value7 of fish was $479 million, 

while the whoksale valueg was $947 miilion. This places the co.fll~ercial fishery as the foueh 

largest primary i114ustry in British Columbia, after forestry, mining and agricult~e.9 In terms of 

cxp~rts, fisheries constitute the fifth largest commodity group; in 1991, fish exports generated 

$635.2 million, which accounted for 4.2% of the value of all B.C. exports. Japan is currently th.: 

largest consumer of B.C. fish cxp~rts, followed closely by the United States. The provincial 

fishing industry produces only a small s h m  of fish traded on the world market, and thus has little 

influeace on prices. l o  In terms of its contribution to B.C. gross domestic prgduct, the fishing md 

tapping induskies combined xcount lor less thaq 1% of GDP at_ faetar cost in 1391.11 

This resezrch concentrates on four fisheries: salmon, halibut, hening and sablefish (black 

cod). The thesis posits that contracrud choice for the exchange of raw fish hinges on the 

atti-ibutes of the harvesting and processing kchnohgies, and the intermediate and final pioduct- 

fcmns. Thus, these attributes require detmiled aitention. 

%ritish Columbia Econcmic and Siatisticd Rwiew, 19%. 
7 " ~ d e d  value" refers to Lhe value cf nw fish landed at dock. 
"~holesde v&e" refem to the vdue of 5sh w h l l y  or partidy precessed, a d  ni;l fish sold ~Srough brokers. 
'Brirish Coiumbia Economic md Statistical Xeview. 1991. 
%.@. Economic and Staiisticd Reveiw. 1991. 
:'flC. h=conoaic md Stdisticd Reveiw. 1W1. 



1. Salmon 

There exist five species ~f pacific s&zmn: swkcye, coho chinnilk (spring), cht111i and pink 

sahon. These species differ significantly in size, colour, oil content, tiis&, firmness of flesh; anti 

tolezance t~ different foms  of iprmessing (Pinkerton, I387:S).  Comm3n to each crf the salmor? 

species are the fcllowing sharact&stics: a short fishing season, high inter- and intm-seamnl 

fluctuations in supply, and tke fact that Pacific sa lm~n die after spawning (Shaw a ~ d  Muir, 

Salmon spawn in fresh water and spend thcir adult lives in salt watss. The hi& inks- 

seasonal supply flustnation results from the fact that zdult salmon return to the spaw~ing groun:f 

from whicfi they originated after one ro six years, depending on the slv,cies (Shaw and hhir, 

1987: 2-5). Thus, the size of the spawning tun in any particular year is dejxcdent upon the size of 

tke fun in previous years. Pink sdmon, for example, has a two-year spawning cycle. Thus, the size 

of a pink run in aiy particular year is determined by escapementlQwo years previously. 

It is far more efficient for harvesters to target salmon when the fisii are following their 

mnud migratoxy spawning roctes, rather than attempting to locate significant stocks in the opc~,  

sess. Thus, the fishing season is naturally constrained by the spawning season. The tnajority of 

Pacific saknm spawn in the autumn, although a significant n u m k r  spawn In late spring. 

C o n q ~ e n d y ,  the salmon harvesting sector supplies 1 x ~ e  volumes of the raw produce to fish 

buyen within a four month perid (mid-July to mid-October). The prapensity for large ssascnal 

hmests  is intensified by the Iact that, for a given run, there is a stroag incentive to harvest the 

entire surplcs spawning poptdationE5, sincp, spawners not intercepted along their migratory path 

are lost forever. 

7 IBe salmon fishery employs ?hlree different harvesting technai3gics, titt dexripticrls of 

,.r.r$- P$F .-.fix n fi which have k e n  pruvided by McMdim Clrcl,:s>-3aj. initially, DL. canners harvestd sockeye 

'*Escapement refers to ?he number of spa'xners all~wed to proceed upstream lo sp vn, rather than k i n g  !1;1=veslcd. 
"The "surplus" refers to that portim of the spzwning populatim that, i f  left unharvested, tlould not scrvc to 
augmen: thz size of future salmon runs. Owing to the rde of natural mortality in population dynamics, an inel~dsc 
iF cScapement beyond a certain kvei -will not serve bs irrcrease iSle size of fulure I Ins. 



safmon by we of ;he giftnet m;zii>r: of fishing. This mehod enails the stringing of a net &om 

behind a bzt, across a river, w iofet, a passage, or a channel in order to e n m n ~ l ~  a=- a d  = - - V n u  Arnwn 

salmon on their spdwning migration. Gillnetting requires a relatively small vessel, a single-handed 

crew, a motor, net-drum and nylon nets. 

In 1886 purse-seining was introduced to the west coast (Phillips, 1971:3C). A purse-seine 

vessel sets a large net ;uourif! schools of fish and then closes off the bottom of the :jet with a 

purse-Iine. Operation of this gear requires several crew members, a Ixge motorized ~essel, a 

pwer  block to hoist r_he net_, and a power &-urn to roll the net (P?/fcMul!an, !?87:36-37). Many 

seiners have also invested in a '*chmpagne cwling systern", a large tank holding slushed ice, 

which serves to preserve the catch fur a longer period 

Irt the early years of its use. the nature of the purse-seine gear necessitated considerable 

manpower (usually 7 crew members plus the captain). This led to the introduction of a share 

systzm for dividing the value of the catch. Since 1941, this system has been based on 11 shares: 4 

for the vessel and 7 for the crew, with payments for nets and the captain's share taken from the 

vessel3 share. Technological innovations intraduced in the 1950s, such as the power block and 

power drum, reduced the crew size to 4 or 5 persorts (bfcMullan, 1987~36-37). 

Troll fishing is conducted by attaching fishing lures to lines extending from poles on the 

vessel. These lines are then towed behind the vessel at various depths. All troll vessels art= 

equipped with either ice-packing or freezing facilities. The size of the crew varies across troll 

vessels. h t  is generally smalfer &an that of a purse-sein: vessel and larger than that of a gillnetter 

@fc34uflm, 1987:37-38).f4 Many salmon t>shing vessds have been equipped with both gilhet and 

troll gear, and an: referred to as 'kombination vessels". 

Salmon enters the consumer market in one of the following forms: canned, fresh, frozen, 

smoked, and salt-cured, with h e  first three accounring for the majority of marketed salmon. In 

addition to the ~fevaii t  demand and cost conditions for processed fish, the choice of product- 

" ~ t  is only zmenlly that trollers kgan to empIoy dcckhmjs. TfechnolggicaI advances of  telecommunications and 
-tir#L of their gar  have Ted ta i m m d  cmpetition with net fleets to capme sockeye, chum and pink salmon 
species, This. in iuxl. has kd them to in- capacity by hiring additional crew members @lcMullan, 1987: 35). 



form is determined by the species* natural suitability to a particulw fo-m of processing as well as 

the effect of the harvesting rechnique on the raw product. Pink salmon. for example; is marketed 

almost exctusively in canned form. partially because of the unattractive "hump" on its back, and 

partialiy because of its high cjil content. A unique feature of the chum species is that the flesh 

deteriorates rapidly when it enters fresh water, making it more suitable for the canned market if 

caught in fresh warer. Sockeye salmon is also suited to the canned market as a result of its high oil 

conrent (Shaffer, 1979: 23-25). 

Gillnet and seine vessels are capable of catching all species, but the net gear is most 

efficient in the harvest of sockeye, pink and chum since these species tend to run in schools. Net- 

caught salmon are generally more appropriate for the canned market. This is partly due to the 

nature of the target species themselves, and also because the product is frequently marked and 

bruised by the net. Troll vessels catch primarily coho and chinook salmon. Troll-caught salmon is, 

in general, better suited to the higher-valued fresh, frozen, a o k e d  and salt-cured markets. 

Because they are equipped with ice-packing and/or freezing facilities, troll vessels are able to 

pcwrve thei- catches for a longer period and at a higher quality than gillnetters or trollers. 

Q--,Sty is a more important comideration to the fresh/frozen market than to the canned market. 

The non-destructive nature of troll gear also contributes to the fact that troll-caught fish receive a 

higher pr:ce per pound on the freshl~ozen market than do net-caught fish (Shaffer, 1979:23-27). 

There were 3,691 commercial salmon fishing licences issued in 1988: 549 for seine 

vessels, 799 for trc.51 vessels. 658 for gillnet vessels, and 2,229 for combination troll-gillnet 

vessels.15 

Table 2-1 depicts the distribution of salmon landings across species and gear-type for the 

y e m  f 984 - f 989. The proportion of salmon landings by species and gear for the % a m  perrod is 

shown in Tabte 2-2. This information indicates that the purse-seine fleet catches the rnajority of 

"Annual Summary of British Columbia Commercial Catch Statistics, 1988, Departmmt of Fisheries and Oceans, 
Pacific Region. 



B.C. salmon and that pink salmon is the dominant species in terms of landed weight. The majority 

of I?-~--- o i l l n ~ t  patch - consists of sockeye and churn; the majority of se ix  catch consists of nink Y-= 

chum; troll gear is shown to target chinook and coho more consistently than the other species. 

Note also the high degree of interseasonal variation in catch. For example, total salmon catch 

more than doubled from 1984 to 1985, yet fell by 36% from 1986 to 1987. 

2. Halibuf, 

Unlike salmon, halibut is a long-lived demersal (bottom-dwelling) fish. Those not caught 

in one year may still be harvested in another. In the absence of regulatory constraints, halibut can 

be fished for a much longer season than salmon; fishers do not have to await the spawning season 

in order to locate namestable stocks (Pinkerton, 1987:86). 

Halibut is harvested by the long-lining method whereby a long, set line, to which are 

attached regularly spaced short lines and baited hooks, is lowered to the sea bottom. After a time, 

the captured halibut are hauled on board, gutted, cleaned and iced down. There is also a 

considerable volume of halibut taken incidentally in the salmon troll and gillnet fisheries, although 

retention of these catches is restricted. Because of its low oil content, halibut is not as perishable 

as salmon (Pinkerton, 1987:86). Its low perishability and low oil content contribute to the 

suitability of marketing halibut as a fresh or frozen product. The majority of halibut has been 

marketed in frozen form, primarily because, prior to 1990, a regulatory constraint on season- 

length resulted in highly concentrated deliveries of fish that required rapid processing.16 Halibut 

landings for the years 1984 - 1989 are shown in Table 2-3. Note that, relative the salmon fishery, 

landings of halibut are relatively stable from year to year. Over this five-year period, for example, 

halibut landings remained between 4,000 and 6,000 tomes. 

I6The inlmduction of the individual quota system in 1990 led to the removal of the regulatory constraint on 
season-length. 



Table 2-1: LANDINGS 

S P E C I E S /  
GEARTY P E  

GILLNET 

C H I N  

SOCK 

COHO 

PINK 

CHUM 

S E I N E  

C H I N  

SOCK 

COHO 

P I N K  

CBUM 

TROLL 

C H I N  

SOCK 

COHO 

P I N K  

CHUM 

TOTAL 

C H I N  

SOCK 

COHO 

P I N K  

CHUM 

Source: Annual Surnmaxy o f  

( R o u n d  W e i g h t  i n  T o n n e s )  

B r i t i s h  C o l u m b i a  C o m m e r c i a l  C a t c h  S t a t i s t i c s ,  1 9 8 9  

O e p a r t m e n t  of F i s h e r i e s  and O c e a n s ,  P a c i f i c  Region 



!P.ound Weight in Tonnes) 

SPECIES / 

GEARTYPE 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 AVERAGE 

G I L W E T  12,761 25,218 26,130 16,027 19,281 20,616 20,006 

CHIN 0.06 0.02 0.02 G.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 

SOCK 0.51 0.53 0.42 0.41 0.39 0.62 0.48 

COHO 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 

PINK 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.28 0.09 0.13 0.16 

CHUM 0.23 0.25 0.35 0.26 0.47 0.19 0.29 

SEINE 20,514 58,676 53,156 29,465 50,401 42,936 42,525 

CHIN 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

SOCK 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.07 0.40 0.24 

COHO 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03 

PINK 0.38 0.44 0.45 0.52 0.51 0.44 0.46 

CmJM 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.22 0.40 0.11 0.26 

TROLL 17,157 23,669 24,652 21,203 17,866 25,175 21,620 

CHIN 0.29 0.18 0.16 0.22 0.29 0.15 0.22 

SOCK 0.03 0.14 0.28 0.10 0.04 0.18 0.13 

COHO 0.51 0.28 0.43 0.33 0.34 0.27 0.36 

PINK 0.14 0.32 0.07 0.33 0.27 0.37 0.25 

CHUM 0.02 0.07 0 -07 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 

mAt 

GILLNET 

SEINB 

TROLL 

CHIN 

SOCK 

COHO 

PI?ax 

c m  

Source: .Annual Summary of British Columbia Commercial Catch Statistics, 1989 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Region 



3. Roe Herring 

Like salmon, the size of the hemng stock fluctuates annually. Herring about to spawn are 

captured either by the purse-seine method or by gillnets strung fiom small aluminum skiffs. Since 

the valued product is the mature herring roe, harvesting must take place when the roe is at its 

most mature pre-spawning stage (McMullan, 1987:42). Thus, even in the absence of regulatory 

closures, the herring roe fishing season is naturally very short (1-7 days). The high value of this 

product has encouraged the development of species-specific technology that has been used in 

conjunction with the traditional salmon fishing gear (Schwindt, 1982:90). In particular, recently 

constructed herring seiners have been adapted to carry immense volumes of fish (McMullan, 

1987:43). A large holding capacity mitigates the need to make in-seasor? deliveries to processors. 

This is a great advantage given the constraint of a very short herring fishing season. 

Herring landings for the years 1984 - 1989 are shown in Table 2-3. Like salmon, the 

spawning cycle of herring is shown to result in large interseasonal fluctuations in harvest. In 1989, 

seine-caught herring accounted for approximately 56% of herring roe landings, while gillnetters 

accounted for 44% of landings.17 

4. Sablefish 

Sablefish, or black cod, is a groundfish with characteristics similar to halibut. The majority 

of sablefish is caught by the use of either longline or trap gear (Schwindt, 1982: 118). The latter 

involves baiting large conical traps and attaching them to ground-line gear, which are then set on 

the sea-bed.I8 Since the introduction of the individual quota system in 1989, the sablefish fishery 

has become a year-round fishery. Prior to this it was subject to a seasonal closure once the total 

allowable catch had been harvested. Sablefish enters the final consumer market as a fresh, frozen, 

or a smoked product. Sablefish landings by gear-type for the years 1 984 - 1989 are shown in 

17~nnual Summary of British Columbia Commercial Catch Statistics, 1988, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 
Pacific Region. 
lgDepartment of Fisheries and Oceans, Vancouver 



Table 2-3. In 1989, approximately 70% of sablefish landings were caught by the use of trap gear, 

. - 
I 5% by iongiine gear, and i2% by uawi gear. 

Tabk 2-3: LANDINGS OF ROE HERRING, HALIBUT AND SABLEFISH, 1984-1989 

(Tomes) 

toe Herring(1) 32,795 24,588 15,732 37,029 30,070 40,210 

1 )  Tomes, round weight 
1) T o m s ,  dressed. head off weight 

ource: Annual Summary of British Columbia Comercia1 Catch Statistics, 1989 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Pacific Region 



D. Description of final Product Forms and Processing Technologies 

It is convenient to distinguish between two classes of raw fish buyers: processors (with 

cold storage and/or canning facilities); and "fish buyers". Fish processors and buyers a~ currently 

licensed under the authority of the Fisheries Act. The business of fish buying refers to the activity 

of "buying, collecting, assemblittg, evisceratitzg, transporting, conveying, packing, or cartyit~g 

fish." 

Fish buyers in British Columbia are generally distinguished as shore stations, packing 

vessels and trucks. Although some shore stations do minor processing, the fish are generally 

transported from shore stations to processing plants or distributors. Licensed packing vessels 

transport fish to shore stations or directly to a processor's plant. Truck buyers are mobile 

operators who purchase fish directly from fishers and transport it to market or to a wholesaler 

(processor, broker, or trading company) (Blewitt and Huestis, 1988:26-27). 

The majority of licensed buyers have close affiliations to processors. Blewitt and Huestis 

(1988) estimate that over 80% of shore stations, over 60% of truck buyers, and the majority of 

limnsed fish buying vessels are affiliated with established processing companies. 

In 1988, the Ministry of Agricultuii and Fisheries (MA@ issued 248 fish processing 

licences and 494 fish buying licences. Decals are issued along with the licence to speciry the 

category of processing or buying which they may undertake. In 1988, there were 129 enterprises 

licensed to process salmon, 35 licensed to process roe herring, and 97 licensed to process other 

finfish. Thirteen establishments were licensed to operate a commercial salmon cannery and 126 

cold storage facilities were issued processing licences. In addition, 94 operators were licensed to 

operate facilities that did not involve either cold storage or canning procedures. With respect to 

buying licences, MAF issued 294 salmon decals, 209 roe herring decals, and 116 finfish decals.I9 

lg~isheries Production Statistics of British Columbia, 1988; Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fisheries 



Shaw and Xuir (1987) provide a detailed description of the main salmon product-form 

and the associated processing procedures. When the raw product is destined for either the fresh or 

frozen markets, fish should be slaughtered quickly and cleanly. Fresh salmon involve very little, if 

any, processing: they are marketed whole or sold dressed (i.e., gutted and gilled). Ideally, they 

should be iced within one hour of slaughter and packed in insulated boxes. Frozen salmon are 

usually headed and dressed before king individually blast frozen for at least twelve hours, after 

which they are glazed and packed. 

The above activities required for fresh and frozen salmon production are largely manual 

and, as noted, must be accomplished quickly after harvesting. Thus, in many cases, such activities 

are undertaken by fishermen themselves unless distances to processors are short.20 In addition to 

on-board freezing and freezing undertaken at a processing plant, fish can also be frozen and 

stored in public cold stores on a contract basis. 

In order to produce canned salmon, fish are first delivered whole to a processing plant 

located near landing points. The delivery itself is generally undertaken by tender vessels that are 

employed by canneries, rather than by the fishers themselves. In this way, more time can be 

allocated to the actual harvesting of fish. Upon delivery, the roe is extracted and proczssed 

separately. Specifically, the salmon roe is soaked in brine, packed in wooden boxes, and salted 

and cured at room temperature for several days prior to shipping. The salmon themselves are 

headed, gutted, cut into pieces, put into sealed cans, and cooked in a "retort" (a glass distilling 

container) prior to being boxed and shipped. 

In the production of salt-cured salmon, fillets are salted and spiced or chilled in a brine 

solution. Both the smoking and salt-curing processes produce an end-product that is fairly 

perishable with a shelf-life similar to that of fresh iced fish. Preservation can be extended with the 

use of vacuum packs or controlled atmospheric packs. 

Z%is is primarily the case with troll-caught fish. The majority of gillnet operations, and all of the seine 
operations, involve quantities too large for the fishers to conduct on-board processing. Therefore, net-caught 
salmon is delivered primarily to shore-based processing plants or to tender vessels. 



The production of fresh fish is less costly thm that for either frozen or canned salmon. In 

fact, the preparation of a fresh product is often completely integrated with the harvesting 

operation or left to the final consumer. It is difficult to determine whether per unit processing 

costs are higher for canners or freezers. Although canners must incur the high fixed costs of 

acquiring production lines, the cost of storage is much lower than that for a frozen product. 

Another advantage cf canning over freezing is the ability to carry over inventories from a high 

supply year to low supply years, ov~ing to the much longer shelf-life of the canned product. The 

high concentration of deliveries to processors also favours a canning technology.21 Within any 

particular season, the largest volume of salmon arrldes within a three to six week period and, 

owing to its perishability, must be processed quickly. Pinkerton (1987: 69-70) maintains that 

large-scale canning is accomplished much more rapidly than large-scale freezing; firms that 

purchase large volumes of salmon during this time cannot freeze the majority of it quickly enough 

to avoid decomposition. Thus, although salmon attracts a higher consumer price when marketed 

in fresh/frozen form, there appear to be significant advantages with respect to storage and 

inventory carry-over in the production of a canned product. 

Approximately one-half of canned salmon is consumed domestically. Canned salmon 

exports are primarily directed to European markets. The majority of frozen salmon is exported. 

B.C. competes with the United States for both the domestic frozen salmon market and for the 

Japanese and European markets (Schwindt, 1 98258). 

2 ' ~  high concentration of deliveries to processors results from the fact that salmon is harvested during spawning 
migrations in summer and early autumn. 



Table 2-4 depicts the distribution of salmon landings across final product-form by 

species.22 Chinook, coho and chum salmon enter the wholesale market primarily as a frozen- 

dressed product, while the majority of sockeye and pink salmon are canned. 

The distribution of salmon wholesale value across species, for the years 1984 - 1989, is 

depicted in 'Table 2-5. In general, sockeye salmon is dominant in terms of industry wholesale 

earnings, followed by pinks and chums. The chinook and coho varieties contribute approximately 

equal amounts to salmon wholesale revenues. Table 2-6 shows the distribution of total salmon 

wholesale earnings across product-forms for the years 1984 - 1988. The proportions of salmon 

wholesale earnings across these product-forms are indicated in Table 2-7. Canned and frozen 

salmon production constitutes the vast majority of salmon wholesale earnings. These final 

product-forms are relatively equal in terms of their contributions to salmon wholesale revenues. 

Wild salmon (i.e., salmon that is not farmed) generated a total of 583.6 million dollars in 

wholesale revenues in 1988, constituting approximately 59% of total fish wholesale earnings in 

British Columbia. The export ma-ket dominates the salmon industry, accounting for 69% of 

salmon wholesale revenues.23 

The markets for halibut are varied and variable. Exports as a proportion of total catch 

fluctuate annually. All exports of fresh halibut are destined for the United States, while there are 

many export markets for frozen halibut (Schwindt, 1982:113). 

Halibut wholesale revenues for the years 1984 - 1988 are shown in Table 2-5. Halibut 

generated a total of 26.8 million dollars of wholesale revenue in 1988, accounting for 2.7% of 

total fish wholesale earnings in British Columbia. The halibut export market accounted for 65% of 

halibut wholesale earnings.24 

2 2 ~ a ~  is not available for the proportion of salmon landings directed toward an undressed final product or smoked 
and salt-cured production. This accounts for the fact that the distribution of landings across the product-foms do 
not sum lo 1 in Table 4. 
23Fish Product Expons of British Columbia, 1988; Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 
"Fish Product Exports of British Columbia. 1988; Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 



T a b l e  2 - 4 :  

SPECIES/ 

PRODUCT-FORM 

SOCKEYE 

CANNED 

FRESH JZkESSKD 

FROZEH DRESSED 

COHO 

cazbJED 

FRESH DRESSED 

iROZEN DRESSED 

PINK 

CAWED 

FRESH DRESSED 

FROZEN DRESSED 

DISTRIBUTION OF SALHON LANDINGS ACROSS F I N A L  PRODUCT-FORM 

BY S P E C I E S .  1984-i988 (Round 

Source. Fisheries Production Stetistics of British Columbia, 1 9 8 t  

Province of British Coixwnbia. MinisL~y o: Agricultur* and Fisher-PS 



I Tabla 2 - 5 :  WHOLESALZ VALUE OP FISH BY SPkCIES, 2924-1988 

SPECIES 1984 1985 1936 3983 1988 

SALXON 276,241 512,343 536,223 ,425, 601 583, 630 
CHINOOX 0.17 0.08 0.06 0 7 1 0  0.10 

SOCKBYE 0.31 0.4C 0.46 0 - 3 5  0.2C 

C O H 3  0.22 0.10 0 . 1 3  0.15 0.10 

P INX 0.16 0 , 2 6  0.20 0.25 0.28 

CHUM 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.25 

ROE EERRIMG _C6,058 1 0 0 ,  i15 85,454 170,132 171,860 

HAL.IBUT 11,640 ?.5,723 25,521 33,881 26,766 

SABLEP I S H  14,140 li,933 20,566 

Source: Fisheries Production Statistics or  British Columbia, 1988 

Province o; British Col?z~!!ia, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries 

- 
1 ne processing of herring rcx is a simplt, labour intensive procedure. After havest, the 

;law fish are allowed to age in order to facilitate the extraction of roe, which is accomplished 

rmnudly. The rw is then br i~ed  in stages, graded and packed forexport (Schwindt. 1982:94). 

Japan d m e  provides the market f a  processed herring roe; moreover, 60% sf Japanese 

consumptioil occurs during the New Year h~liday (Schwindt, i982:87). Thus, the harves; of 

herring takes plaze scven to sight monihs prior to h a 1  ccr,sumptim. 

;Yenkg wholesale revenues f x  the years 1924 - 1988 m showr, in Table 2-5. As 

indicaicd, the hemkg me procirlct-5mn conztitutes the Imgest progortioa of wholc;s& earnings 



fiolrt F.C. herring. Eerring generated r total of 175-5 mill i~n dollars in wholesale rwenx iil 

1988, comprising 17.8% of totd fish wholesale emings  in British Columbia, The expit  n ~ u k c t  

accounted for 95% of herring wholesde . x v e n u e ~ . ~ ~  

Sablefish wholesale revenues are depicted in Table 2-5. Sablefish fins! product-fans 

include k h ,  frozen and smoked prodwts. Wfioksde emings f r cq  sablefish zonstitu:cd ordy 

2.1% of total fish wkolesdc earnings in B.C. in 1385, of which 99% was earned on the export 

mrket.26 

Source: Fisheries 2roduccion Scatistics o l  British ColumSia, 1 9 8 8  

Province of BriCish Columbia, I d i n i s t r y  of Agriculture and F i s h e - i a s  

- 
2j~rsh Product Exports of British CoSumbia, 1988; Eepartment of Fisheries and Oceans. 
%i& Product Exports of British Co:urnbi-i, 1988; Depart~ent of Fisheries and 0Gear.c. 





CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERMEDIATE MARKET FOR RAW 
FISH 

A. Contractual Arrangements in the Intermediate Market for Raw Fish 

The trading arrangements existing between fish harvesters and fish purchasers 

varies both across and within fisheries. At one extreme are transactions in which the 

ownership of the fish haweshg and fish processing operations are integrated. In 

particular, the processor cwns d l  of the inputs thn* we required to produce the final 

product, including the vessel and gear. At the other extreme are arms'-length transactions 

in which all harvesting inputs are owned by one entity and all processing inputs are 

owned by a different entity. Between these two extremes lie a myriad of con~actual 

arrangements between the two parties. In some cases, there may exist partial integration 

in the sense that some harvesting inputs are supplied by the processor while others are 

supplied by the fisher. In other cases, the operations may be completely separable in 

t m s  of ownership, but the two parties may arrive at an exclusive dealing arrangement, 

Given such a multitude of arrangements between fishers and processors, it is difficult to 

discern a general prucess of price determination in this intermediate market. Indeed, 

price determination is complicated even for transactions taking place under a given 

contracmal arrangement, 

The price ppid for raw fish is a derived price; that is, the price paid depends on 

the value of the end products and the costs of "processing". Processing entails three 

distinct activities: the collection of fish; conversion of the raw product into a final 

product (i-e., canning, freezing, smoking); and distribution of the prmessed product. 



Fish end-prducts itre differentiated Dy form (canned, fresh, frozen), market 

segment, (don!estic, export), md quality. This, in turn, results in differentiation in raw 

fish species according to delivered product-form (e.g., rounz, dressed head-on, dressed 

head-off, frozen); size (larger fish are typically worth more); area (quality of fish may 

vary across areas); and time of year (quality of some fish varies within the season).' 

The above factors affect the flexibility that the buyer has in diverting raw fish to 

particular markets and the value of that fish in those markets. However, not all of these 

factors are necessarity reflected in prices paid to fishers; a significant mount of 

"averaging" or "blending" may take place. The averaging process occurs because there is 

not, a direct correspondence between raw fish and final product-form. That is, deliveries 

of fish with identical characteristics are not necessarily directed to the same final market. 

Moreover, different firms have different processing costs; consequently, the price 

received by fishers can vary from company to company even though all the product may 

arrive in the same find market.* 

In the intermediate market for net-caught salmon, there exists a uniform 

minimum or floor price for each species. This minimum price is determined through 

negotiations between representatives of processors and fishers. The majority of large fish 

processors belong to the Fisheries Council of British Columbia. This organization 

bargains with the United Fishermer? and Allied Workers Union (UFAWU) 2nd the Native 

Brotherhood in order to arrive at a minimum price for each species of net-caught salmon 

prior to the season opening. The UFAWU represents all crew members on salmon seine 

vessels, a high percentage of independent gillnet fishers, and a small percentage of the 

troll fishers. The Native Brotherhood represents and bargains on behalf of the majority of 

Indian fishers on the Pacific coast (Shaffer, 1979:29-30). The minimum prices are 

IDPA Group, Inc., 1986. 

%PA Group, Inc., 1986. 



negotiated in June or early July, and generally reflect a conservative projection for 

canned salmon prices. Such projections are, in turn, dependent upon projected landings 

in B.C., Japan and Alaska, world-wide inventories, exchange rates and interest rates.3 

The UFAWU and the Fisheries Council of B.C. negotiate two herring pricing 

agreements prior to the onset of the fishing season: one covering seine vessels, and the 

other covering gillnet vessels. The seine agreement actually sets the minimum price per 

ton to be shared by the vessels' crews; it does not fix the landed price. This is much 

closer to a wage settlement than is the salmon agreement because it covers only the crew 

and makes no provisions for equipment, fuel, or a return to the vessel. The negotiated 

minimum price to gillnetters is substantially more than that for seine-caught roe herring. 

This price, which includes a return to both capital and labour, more closely approxin~ates 

the actual landed price (Schwindt, 1982:105). Although these negotiated prices set a 

floor at the outset of the season, the final price paid to fishers depends upon the 

contractual arrangements between the fishers and the processors and between the 

processor and the Japanese importer. It also depends upon the pricing dynamics on the 

fishing grounds. 

Although there exist a multitude of contractual arrangements between fishers and 

processors, it is useful to define two broad categories of arrangments: spot-market 

transactions and incomplete, long-term contractual arrangements. 

Spot-A4arket Transactions 

On the one hand there exist " m s  length" transactions between fishers and 

purchasers. Each party undertakes their requisite seasonal investments prior to the 

season-opening. For example, the fisher prepares hisher vessel, and hires a crew, etc., 

3DPA Group, Inc., 1986. 



and the processor invests in processing capacity and equipment, and hires labour, etc. It 

is on!y after the season has opened and a vessel-load of raw fish has been "produced", 

that the fisher seeks an exchange opportunity with a potential purchaser. The majority of 

troll-caught salmon is traded under this arrangement, as is a significant amount of net- 

caught salmon. Such exchanges generally take place "on-the-grounds" between the fisher 

and a "cash buyern4. The price on the grounds for net-caught and troll-caught salmon is 

mainly set by fresh/frozen market forces. If the freshlfrozen market is strong relative to 

the canned market, the grounds price for net-caught fish will be above the minimum 

price. Since troll prices are not bound by the minimum price agreement, they tend to be 

more volatile than in-season net prices. 

Incomplete Long-Term Contracts 

The second arrangement under which raw fish is transacted involves measures 

taken prior to delivery. That is, a fisher and a purchaser will agree to exchange with one 

another prior to the opening of the fishing season. Such arrangements are usually 

established between large processors and salmon seiners. Medium-sized processors and 

gillnetters also use this arrangement, but to a lesser extent. Note that these arrangements 

are not generally defined in explicit, legally enforceable, written contracts. Rather, there 

exists an implicit understanding between the two parties: all fish of a particular species 

harvested by the fisher will be delivered to the processor; in turn, the processor assures 

the fisher that all fish that helshe harvests will be purchased. 

Processors operating under this arrangement generally "book" the fish at the time 

of delivery. That is, they credit fishers for their catch at the prices prevailing in the area 

at the time of delivery. In some years the price for booked fish is equal to the minimum 

4Cash buyers do not operate shore services and ususally locate ciose to major population centers in the 
Lower MainIand. They often have an order for a specific amount of a particular product at a guaranteed 
price. They operate in the fresh/frozen market and turn over the product quickly, often within 24 hours 
of taking delivery. 



price; in other years it exceeds the minimum price.5 In addition to the book price many 

fishers are also compensated at year-end with "bonuses". The structure of bonus 

payments has changed over the years. In the mid- to late-1970s, bonuses were paid in the 

form "x cents per pound plus y percent of the book price". Since 1980, the bonus 

payment structure has been on a straight percentage basis (i.e., y percent of the book 

price times pounds delivered). Today, sockeye generally command a higher bonus 

percentage than other  specie^.^ 

An additional characteristic of these "non-arms-length" transactions is the 

existence of non-monetary compensation from salmon purchasers to fishers. Such 

compensation includes: fish packing and collection services; vessel financing; the 

provision of ice, nets, lofts and moorage; vessel maintenance; the financing of inter- and 

intra-seasonal operating expenses; the provision of the vessel itself; and accounting and 

banking services. 

The intermediate market for roe herring is similar to that for raw salmon in that 

there exist both arms-length and non-arms-length arrangements. On the one hand, the 

major processors establish vertical ties with fishers, similar to those described for the 

salmon fishery. Cash buyers representing smaller processors typically engage in  rigorous 

price competition for the roe herring. In both the salmon and herring fisheries, there is a 

clear motivation for the fishers to deal with the cash buyers, despite their formal or 

informal commitments to the major processors. The cash buyers pay more than the going 

grounds' prices and also pay in cash, with little attention given to such formalities as the 

Income Tax Act. The major processors have actually been known to hire aircraft to 

police the fishing grounds, thereby ensuring that commitments are fulfilled (Schwindt, 

1982: 107). 

%PA Group, Inc., 1986 

6 ~ P ~  Group, Inc., 1986 



The structure of the market for raw halibut is relatively straightfo.ward. Total 

suwwly A. of Pacific halibut is regulated by International Pacific Halibut Commission. The 

Commission sets a catch quota for the fishery, oversees gear regulations and closures, 

and delimits the actual fishing season. Unlike the salmon and roe hemng fisheries, the 

UFAWU plays a very limited role in the determination of landed prices for halibut. An 

agreement does exist between the union and some longline fishing vessel owners, but it is 

essentially a crew-share agreement and not a price agreement (Schwindt, 1982: 1 14). 

The landed price for halibut is determined in auction markets or through direct 

negotiations between fishers and buyers, either in Canada or the United States. Auction 

markets exist in Prince Rupert and in several American ports, and fishers may sell 

through these institutions. There exists a significant degree of arbitrage across auction 

markets, facilitated by the use of radiophones (Schwindt, 1982:115). 

Like halibut, the price for sablefish appears to be competitively determined. The 

UFAWU does not negotiate landed prices but does have a long-standing share 

agreement with the vessel owners. Landed prices are negotiated with the fishers upon 

delivery of fish. Nominal bonuses are rarely paid and do not compare with those in the 

salmon and roe hemng fisheries (Schwindt, 1982: 120). 

The foregoing discussion indicates that salmon trollers, halibut and sablefish 

fishers rely predominantly on spot-market arrangements. Salmon and herring seiners, and 

to a lesser extent gillnetters, are more likely to rely on incomplete long-term contracts in 

order to exchange raw fish. In the past, these assertions have been only casually 

supported; that is, they are supported by discussions between fisheries 

managen/researchers and industry participants (egs., fishers, plant managers). A major 

contribution of this thesis is the collection and compilation of data regarding vertical ties 



between fishers and processors. This information is then related to other characteristics 

of the harvesting and processing operations. 

As noted previously, there exist many different types of vertical ties between 

fishers and pro~essors.~ Although an exhaustive set of data on all vertical ties is not 

provided, this thesis does provide, for a very large sample, information on vessel 

ownership, vessel financing and the payment of season-end bonuses. This information is 

then related to othe: characteristics of individual transactions between fishers and 

processors. 

IB. Presentation of the Data 

Information on vessel ownership and debt has been obtained from the Ship's 

Registry. This information is available only for those vessels that are "registered" with a 

Canadian port. Registration is a legal requirement for vessels that meet certain 

specifications with respect to size and weight. The majority of commercial fishing vessels 

meet these specifications and are thus registered. This information was obtained for all 

vessels that were licensed to fish either salmon, herring, halibut, or sablefish in the 

199011991 season and results in a sample of 3,255 vessels. Note that many of the vessels 

included in this sample also participated in fisheries in addition to the four specified 

above. 

The 1988 Cost and Earnings Survey, conducted by the Department of Fisheries 

Oceans, provides information on total earnings and season-end bonuses by fishery, and 

identifies the gear-types employed, for a large subset of B.C. commercial fishing vessels. 

From this subset, I have selected for my sample those respondents that participated in at 

7~ecall that the various vertical ties include fish packing and collection services, vessel financing, the 
provision of ice, nets, lofts and moorage, etc. 



least one of the salmon, halibut, herring, or sablefish fisheries. This selection criterion 

results in a sample of 568 vessels. A somewhat unfortunate characteristic of this sample 

stems from the fact that the 1988 Cost and Earnings Survey was "boycotted" by 

processor-owned vessels. It would be informative to observe the incidence of season-end 

bonuses across processor-owned vessels relative to non-processor-owned vessels. 

For each of the vessels in both sarnples, the Statistics Branch of the Department 

of Fisheries and Oceans has provided data on the distribution of each delivery across 

species, sub-species, gear-type, delivered product-form, and buyer. For each of the 

companies that purchased salmon, herring, halibut and/or sablefish, the B.C. Ministry of 

Agriculture and Fisheries has provided data on the distribution of wholesale earnings 

across species, sub-species, and final product-form. 

Table 3-1 summarizes ownership and debt information for a total of 3,255 

commercial fishing vessels, all of which participated in at least one of the salmon, 

herring, halibut or sablefish Esheries in the l99OIl99 1 fishing season. There are 64 

ownership shares attached to all commercial fishing vessels. The majority of the vessels 

(1,661 or 57%) in the sample are entirely owned by one individual; 319 vessels, or 10% 

of the sample, are jointly owned (that is, each of the 64 shares are jointly owned by two 

or more individuals); 99 vessels (3% of the sample) have the 64 shares distributed 

(equally or unequally) across two or more individuals in a partnership; 707 vessels (22% 

of the sample) are either fully or partially owned by an incorporated enterprise, exclusive 

of any processors; and 269 (8% of the sample) are fully or partially owned by 

processors. The low proportion of processor-owned vessels is partly due to a 

government restriction. Under the terms of the salmon licence limitation program, 

implemented by the Davis Plan in 1968, direct processor ownership of the salmon fleet is 

limited to 12%. 



Table 3-1: OWNEMHIP AND DEBT INFOkMATION OP REGISTERED PISHINO VESSELS, 1991  

NO 

Debt 

Debt Held With 
Individual (6 )  

or Financial 
Institution( s) 

Debt Held With 
Processor 

Total 

Individual Joint Partner- Incorporatea Procenmor 
Ownership Ownership ship Enterprise Ownernhip Total 

1 1 2 4  

1665 

4 6 8  

3255 

The majority of the vessels in this sample (1,665 or 5 1 %) serve as collateral on 

debt held with either individuals or financial institutions; there is no vessel-associated 

debt for 1,124 vessels (34% of the sample); and 468 vessels (14% of the sample) served 

as collateral on debt held with processors. 

Processor ownership and processor financing of the fishing vessel are two types 

of vertical ties existing between fishers and processors. Table 3-2 summarizes the way in 

which the ownership status of vessels varies across gear-types employed in the 

harvesting sector. 

The last column shows the total number of sample vessels belonging to each gear 

category. For example, of the 3,255 vessels in the sample, 506 were equipped with only 

seine gear, 360 with only a n e t  gear, and 464 with only troll gear. The sample also 



consists of a number of vessels equipped with multiple gear-types. For example, 1,544 

vessels used combina.tion (gillnet and troll) gear, 59 employed both longline and trap 

gear, 21 1 used combination gear, longline gear and trap gear, etc. 

The information of particular significance in this table is the fact that the most 

common type of ownership for the kine-only" vessels is that of processor or wholesaler 

ownership. Specifically, 21 1 of the 506 seiners, or 42%, have wholesaler ownership 

interest. The second most common type of ownership for "seine-only" gear is that of an 

incorporated (non-processing) enterprise; specifically, 161 of the 506 "seine-only" 

vessels, or 32%, were owned by incorporated enterprises. The remaining 26% of "seine- 

only" vessels were distributed across the other categories of ownership: individual or 

joint ownership, or a partnership arrangement. 

No other gear-type category has processor ownership as the predominant type of 

vessel ownership. For example, the most common type of ownership for gillnet, troll, 

and combination gear is that by individuals; indeed, for these gear-types; processor 

ownership is the least common type of vessel ownership. The most common for 

longline/trap gear is that by non-processor incorporated enterprise. 

This data suggests that there may be a link between contractual choice in the 

intermediate market for raw fish and attributes of the harvesting technology employed in 

transactions. In particular, the data indicates that seine gear may have attributes that 

increase the tendency for the transactkg parries to establish vertical ties. 

Table 3-3 depicts the debt-status ol toe 2,986 aon-processor owned vessels 

across gear-type categories. As illustrated, 295 of the non-processor owned vessels 

employed only seine gear, 357 employed only gillnet gear, etc. Note that the majority of 

these "seine-only" vessels are financed by either individuals or financial institutions (133 

of the 295 vessels, or 45%). However, a larger proportion of "seine-only" vessels 



Table 3-2z OWNERSHIP PTATUS OF QEGISTERED ?'SSSELS A'3ROS5 GEAR-TYPE, 1991 

neino Gear 

only 

Gillnot 
Gear Only 

Troll Gear 
only 

Combination 
4 / T  Gear 

Longllne/ 
Trap 

Total 

iaizitly 
Owned 

9 

4 5 

7  5 

1 6  1 

1 

1 

3 

5 

1 9  

3 1 3  

pait=%??- 

Ship 

2 6 

7  

1 8  

3 9 

1 

3 

0 

1 

4 

9  9  

iaeofgeratei 
Enterprise 

15 1 

4 0 

6 t; 

2 7 8 

2 7  

2 8 

0 

2 9 

7 8 

707  

Proccsooa 
Ownership 

2 1 1  

3 

5 

1 4  

1 7  

1 4  

0 

2 

2 6 9  

(86 of 295, or 29%) have processor debt than any of the other gesrr-type categories. Tnv 

gear-type category that has the second largest proportion of vessels financed by 

processors is that identified as "sehe/long1iile/trapt'. Observe that there are 35 vessels in 

the sample that employ these threc gezr-types; 9 of the 35 ( 26%) were finamed by 

processors. Thus, although processors are not the dominant source of financing for any 

of the gear-type categories, seiners do rely more hezdy cn processor-financing than do 

other vessels. 



Tablo 3-3: DEBT STATUS OF NON-PRCCESSOR OWfJED VESSELS ACROSS GEAR, 1991 

Gillnet 
Gear Only 

Troll Gear 

only 

Combination 
G/T Gear 

Long1 ine / 
Trap 

Seine/Lcng- 
line /Trap 

Troll/Long- 
line ,Trap 

Total 

Debt Held With 
Individual(8) 37 

Financial Debt Held 
Lo Deb: Ins%itution(s) With Processor Total 

295 

3 57 

459 

153 0 

42 

3 5 

8 

51 

209 

2986 

Looking at the infomation in tables 3-2 and 3-3 together, observe that there is i .  

total of 506 vessels that employed s ine  gear alone. Fiftynine Lpercent, or 320 of these 

555 vessels, are either owned by a processor or have debt with a processor. For no other 

gear-type category is rtJIj incidence of these particular vertical ties as high. Fcr example, 



gear-type caLegoxy is the incidence of there paqicular vcrtical ties as high. For example, 

of the 360 vessels emplaying gillnet gear alcne, 39 or 1 1 % of them are owned or 

financed by a processor. Of the 464 ;vessels employiilg only tioll gear, 3 1 or 7% exhibi: 

one of these vertical ties with a processor. The second- highest incidence of verticel ties 

occurs in the lollglineltrap category, w h e ~  24 of the 59 vessels for 41%) are either 

ow~ed  or financed by processors. None of the vessels in tk sample employ ~ n l y  one cl' 

longline or trap gear; thus, it is xot possible Crom tile information given in tables 3-2 and 

3-3 to determine which of these gear-types, if my, motivztes thp, formation of veriical 

ties. The high prgportion of seine vessels that are owaed or financed by pi.ocessors is of 

particular significance when considering the facts that, seirre gear done accounts for 

appjw&zately 50% of the total salmon catch, and for 56% of the herrinc~ landings. 

Table 3-4 summarizes the Cost & Earnings Survzy informztion on s-eason-end 

bonus payments. There are a toel of 568 survey respondents in my sample: 540 vessels 

participated in th; salmon fishery, 97 in the roe herring fishery, 96 in thc halibut fishery 

and 27 in the sabl&sh fishery. These are not mutuaily exclusive ca?egories. That is, some 

vessels participated in more than one of thr;se fisheries. Zolumn 3 indicates that 183 df 

the 54C s~lmon vessels, or 34%, received a salmon bonus; 14 of the 97 vessels fishing 

herring, or 14%, received a herring bon~s; 1 halibut vessel received a bonus, agd 2 

sablefish vessels received bonuses. Column 4 indicates the averege sizs of the bonus 

re~eived as a percentage cf total earnings, as reported in the survey. Averaging the s i x  

of the salmon bonus over h e  183 vessels that reported receivinz a bonus, it is found that 

this bonus constituted 24% ~f their salmon earnings in 1988. Similarly, of the 14 vessels 

maving herring bonuses, the bcnrts, on average, accounted for 17% of to&: earnings. 

Given the very small number cf halibut and sablefish vessels ~cporting bonuses, Ijtile 

importance can be attached to the size t E  these bonuses. 



The information in Table 3-4 indicates that salmon and, to a lesser extent, 

herring, may have characteris~ics which induce vertical ties between fishers and 

processors. Table 3-5 itlustrates the way in which the incidence and size of bonuses vary 

across the gear-types employed in each fishery. Of the 118 vessels in the sample that 

employed salmon seine gear, 72, or 6 1 % reported receiving a bonus; the average size of 

this bonus as a percentage of earnings was 31%. Similarly, 16% of salmon gillnetters 

received bonuses, the average size of which was 12% of salmon earnings; 33% of salmon 

trollers received bonuses, the average size of which was 7% of salmon earnings. Thirty 

percent of salmon combination gillnetftrollers received an average bonus of 5% of 

salmon eamings. With respect to the hemng fishery, bonuses were also more common 

among seiners than giihetters, and were also larger as a percentage of herring income. 

Thus, the information in Table 3-5 adds further support to the possibility that some 

characteristics of seine gear m y  motivate fishers and processors to establish vertical ties. 

Not only does the payment of season-end bonuses appear to be more common to seiners, 

but the size of these bonuses are larger than those to vessels employing other gear-types. 

The information provided in table; 3-1 - 3-5 establishes that there do exist 

empirical regularities between the incidence of vertical ties and certain aspects of the 

hamesting sector. In particular, vertical ties appear to be most common in the salmon 

fishery and with vessels employing seine gear. Are there any empirical regularities 

regding the incidence of vertical ties and aspects of the processing sector? 



Table 3-4: HDHBBR OF VESSELS RECEIVING BONUSBS AND AVBRAOE SIZE OF 

BONUS ACROSS SPECIES, 1998' 

Total Number of Veeeels Average 

Number of Receiving Size 
Species Veseele (1) Bonus (2 ) of Bonus (3) 

Herring 

Halibut 

Sablef ish 

Based on a sample of 5 6 8  vessels that responded to the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans 1988 Coat & Earnings Survey 

If The bracketed Gems refer to the percentage of sample vessels reporting 
earnings from the corresponding species category 

2 )  The bracketed terms refer LO the percentage of vessels in the corresponding 
species category that received a bonus 

3 )  Refers to bonus as a percent of ~otal earnings from the corresponding species 
category; includes only those that received s bonus from rfelivaries 
of that species ii.e., [bonus / total earnings from species1x100) 



Table 3-51 MTYBLR OF VXSSELB RECEIVINQ BONUSES AND AVERAGE SIZE OF BONUS 

Gear Type 

Salmon 
Seine 

Salmon 
Qillnet 

Salmon 
Troll 

Comblnatioe 
Salmon 
Qiilnet-Troll 

nor ring 
Seine 

Barring 
Qillnet 

Halibut 
Longline 

sablef ish 
Long1 ine 

sablef ish 
Trap 

ACROSS GEAR-TYPE, 1988" 

Humber of Vessels 
Total Number Receiving 
of Vossels(1) Bonus (2) 

Average 
size of 
Bonus (3 ) 

31% 

12% 

7 % 

5% 

18% 

12% 

32% 

- 

4 % 

Based on a sample of 568 vessels responding to the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans 1988 Cost & Earnings Survey 

. )  Bracketed terms refer to the percentage of sample vessels that reported earnings 
from the corresponding gear-type category 

! f  Bracketed terms refer to the percentage of vessels in the corresponding gear-type 
category that received a bonus for deliveries deriving from that gear-type 

.; Refers to bonus as a percent: of total earnings from deliveries made with the 
corresponding gear-type; averaged over only those vessels that received a bonus 
fi-e., [bonus / totai earnings]xlGG) 



Table 3-5: &YERAOE PRCPCRTION 3P WHOLESALE EjiRt3iNOS BROY ?IS% 

PROCESSING ACROSS SPECIES AND ACROSS PROCESSORS 

CATEGORIZED BY OWNERSHIP AND INVESTMENT IN VESSELS, 1988 

Processors 
Processoro Holding Debt 

Owning in Non-Procesoor 
Vessels Owned Vessels 

Processors 
that Neither Own 
or Hold Debt 
in Vessels 

Number of 
Cornpan i e s 

Average 
Proportion of 
Earnings From 
Salmon Sales 

Average 
Proportion of 
Earnings from 
Herring Sales 

Average 
Proportion of 
Earnings Prom 
Halibut Sales 

Average 
Proportion of 
Earnings Prom 
Sablefish Sales 

Average 
Proportion of 
Earnings Prom 
Other Species 

Table 3-6 summarizes the relationship between the proportion of wholesale 

earnings derived from the different fisheries and processor ownership and financing of 

harvesting operations. In 1988 there were 132 wholesalers that derived revenue from the 



sale of at least one of the fish species under consideration. Nine of these processors 

owned commercial fishing vessels, and an additional ten provided financing to 

commercial fishing operations. The nine wholesalers that had direct ownership in vessels 

received an average of 61.9% of fish wholesale earnings from salmon sales, 19% from 

herring sales, 12.3% from halibut sales, 0.4% from sablefish sales, and 6.4% from sales 

of other species. Thus, salmon and herring together account for approximately 81% of 

wholesale earnings for these firms. With respect to the wholesalers that financed fishing 

operations, salmon and herring together accounted for about 66% of wholesale 

revenues. Processors that neither owned nor financed harvesting operations also derived 

approximately 66% of wholesale revenues from the sale of salmon and herring products. 

This data suggests that processors relying heavily on revenues from salmon or 

herring products are more likely to own vessels than firms relying to a lesser extent on 

these species. Casual observation of the data, however, does not suggest a connection 

between the distribution of wholesale revenue across species and the tendency of a 

processor to finance a vessel. 

Table 3-7 shows the way in which the average proportion of wholesale earnings 

from different final product-forms varies across these same groups of processors. This 

data suggests a strong connection between the existence of vertical ties and the 

processors' reliance on canned salmon and herring roe earnings. 

The nine processors that owned vessels received an average of 19% of wholesale 

earnings from the sale of "own-canned" salmon (i.e., salmon canned by the wholesaler); 

an average of 3.5% of wholesale earnings came from the sale of "custom-canned" 

salmon (i.e., salmon c m n d  by another processor and sold back to the wholesaler). 

Similarly, these nine vessels received 13.5% of earnings from the sales of fresh salmon, 

23% from the sate of frozen salmon, 16.2% of from the sale of processed herring roe, 

11.6% from the sale of fresh halibut, and 9.7% from the sale of other species. kdditional 



wholesale revenues are earned from relatively insignificant sales of smoked salmon, 

salmon roe, frozen halibut, and sablefish. Note that these processor having ownership in 

fishing vessels made 35.2% of their wholesale earnings from own-canned salmon and 

hemng roe combined. 

The 10 processors that did not own vessels but did finance vessels relied much 

less heavily on earnings from the production of own-canned salmon (1.3% of wholesale 

revenue) and herring roe (3.5%) and much more heavily on earnings from other species. 

These 10 processors thus derived 4.8% of their earnings from own-canned salmon and 

herring roe. 

The 113 wholesalers who neither owned nor financed fishing vessels received 

virtually no earnings from the sale of own-canned salrnon (0.14%) and very little from 

herring roe (1.5%). Thus, less than 2% of wholesale earnings were derived from the sale 

of own-canned salmon and herring roe for these processors. 

Thus, processors establishing very strong vertical ties with fishers (i.e., vessel 

ownership) rely very heavily on earnings from own-canned salmon and herring roe. 

Conversely, processors without strong vertical ties (i.e., neither owning nor financing 

vessels) exhibit almost no reliance on earnings from these two product-forms. 

Table 3-8 shows the way in which the average proportion of wholesale earnings 

from different final product-forms varies across bonus-paying and non-bonus-paying 

processors. Note that there were 16 companies in 1988 that paid a season-end bonus, 

while 116 companies in the sample did not pay bonuses. Observe the average distribution 

of wholesale earnings across final product-form for those companies paying season-end 

bonuses. These companies received, on average, 1 1% of wholesale earnings from the 

sale of own-canned salmon, 33.4% from the sale of frozen sa'.rnon, and i 3.8% from 

herring roe sales. Companies that paid no bonus relied much less heavily on wholesale 

earnings from these categories of final product-form. For example, on average, only 



0.14% of wholesale earnings was derived from the sale of own-canned salmon, 20.6% 

from frozen salmon and 1.1 % from herring roe. 

The purpose of this thesis is to explain the variation in contractual arrangements 

that exist both across and within these fisheries. Specifically: Why are troll-caught 

salmon, halibut and sablefish primarily exchanged under arms' length transactions, while 

seine-caught saimon and hening are traded between fishers and processors having strong 

vertical ties with one another? 'Why do processors that rely more heavily on canned 

salmon and herring roe revenues establish stronger vertical ties with fishers than do those 

wholesalers relying less heavily on these final product-forms? 

'1 



Table 3-78  AVERAQE PROPORTION OF WHOLBSALB BARNINDS PROM FISH-PROCBSSINO 
ACROSS FINAL PRODUCT-PORK, AND ACROSS COKPANIES CATBGORIZED 

BY OWNERSHIP AND INVESTMENT IN VEZSSPLS, 1958 

Processors Processors 
Processors Holding Debt Processor. that Neither Own 

Owning in Non-Processor that Paid or Hold Debt 
Vessels Owned Vessels Bonuses in Vesoaln 

Number of 
Processors 

Own-Canned 
Salmon 

Custom-Canned 
Salmon 

Fresh 
Salmon 

Frozen 
Salmon 

Smoked 
Salmon 

Salmon 
Roe 

Herring 
Roe 

Fresh 
Halibut 

Frozen 
Halibut 

Fresh 

Sablef ish 

Frozen 
Sablef ish 

Smoked 
Sablef ish 

Other 
Species 



Table 3-8: AVERAGE PROPORTION OF WHOLESALE EARNINGS BY PRODUCT-FORM 
ACROSS CCHPANIES CATEGORIZED BY BONUS PAYMENTS, 1988 

Number of 
Proceosors 

Own-Canned 
Salmon 

Cuetom 
Canned 
Salmon 

Freeh 
Salmon 

Frozen 
Salmon 

Smoked 
Salmon 

Salmon 
Roe 

Herring 
]Roe 

Freeh 
Halibut 

Frozen 
Halibut 

Fresh 
Sablef ieh 

Frozen 
Sablef ish 

Smoked 
Sablef ish 

Companies that 
Paid Bonuses 

Companies that 
Paid no Bonus 

other 2 0 . 8 %  32 .9% 



CHAPTER 4: LITERATURE REVIEW 

The purpose oP dzis chapter is to review prominent theories of vertical integration 

and/or contractual structure in order to determine their relevance to observed contractual 

arrangements in the intermediate market for raw fish. First, it is useful to reiterate the 

contractual structure we are trying to explain. The vast majority of transactions in the 

B.C. intermediate market for raw fish are conducted in one of two ways: autonomous, or 

arms' length, exchange; or through incomplete long-term contracts characterized by non- 

price compensation (i.e., processor provision of vessel, gear, financing, maintenance, ice, 

storage, accounting and banking services, and/or season-end bonuses). The appropriate 

paradigm must explain two things: 

1. the structure of the long-term contract; that is, why are fishers compensated 

with non-price payments? 

2. the empirical regularities regarding contractual choice; 

There exists a large body of literature dealing with efficacious exchange of 

products between stages of production and distribution. At a rudimentary level, the 

primary distinction is between inter-firm and intra-firm transactions. The lhtter involves 

the owner of a firm undertaking the production of an inteamediate input, or integrating 

forward into the production of a final product. An inter-firm transaction, on the other 

hand, imolves the owner of the downstream fm purchasing the intermediate inp i t  from 

a separately owned upstream firm. 



The usefulness of the above distinction is limited in that there are a variety of 

ways to complete each of inter-firm and intra-firm transactions. That is, between the two 

polar extremes of outright ownership and autonomous contracting are a multitude of 

complex contractual mangements. Thus, rather than explicitly distinguishing between 

inter-firm and intra-firm transactions, it is convenient to define an exchange as taking 

place under a particular "governance structure" I .  

Much of the literature focuses on how costs of production and/or transaction 

vary across different governance structures. The technological relationship between the 

harvesting and processing of raw fish renders some of this literature inapplicable. In 

particular, the harvesting and processing stages of production are completely separable. 

Moreover, no technological economies sf scale are generated in the production of either 

the intermediate or final product when the ownership of the operations is combined. 

Two main bodies of literature potentially contribute to the understanding of how 

transactions are completed in the intermediate market for raw fish. One posits that the 

choice of contractual arrangement is rmtivated by the pursuit or maintenance of market 

power. The other maintains that the rules governing transactions are adopted so as to 

minimize the cost of transacting.* Although not all of the theories considered within this 

second category are generally recognized as "transaction-cost" theories, I adopt 

Williamson's view that "...the vertical integration of technologically separable production 

stages ultimately turns on transactional  consideration^"^. 

lWilliamson, 1975. 
2 ~ o t e  that these two categories of explanation are not mutually exclusive. 
3~ i i l iamson,  1975:83. 



Market Power Incentives 

A few studies have ezplicitly attempted 20 explain the i~dustrial ~rgmization of 

the intermediate market for raw fish. In mtionalizing ttle use of non-price compensation 

mechanisms, each of these studies points to the pursuit or maintenance of market power 

in the processing sector as being h e  prime determinant of contractual choice. 

Strategic Collusion 

Shaffer (1979), Schwindt (1982) and Pinkerton (1987) have inciependently 

studied the structure of the British Columbia intermediatc market [or raw rish. Shaffer 

focused exclusively on the salmon fishery, while Schwindt and Pinka-ton covered s, *veriii 

fisheries, including the salmon fishery* 

The overriding theme in the three studies is that non-?rice competition pr4 ,)motes 

collusive behaviour among processors, the goal of which is to avoid "destructive" price 

competition. In general, then, the three studies suggest that the contractual strccture in 

the intermediate market for raw fish is chosen so as to promote strategic collusion. 

Shaffer asserts that "... because of the concentration of buying in the raw salmon 

markets, the buyers are aware of their mutual dependence; they are aware of the self- 

defeating nature of price competition. . . . Constq~ently, the buyers try to engage in no!i- 

price as opposed to price competition."~imilarly, Schwindt maintains that "....the 

existence of this type of non-price competition is not surprising. The is 

characterized by oligopsony, and by their nature oligopsonists are loath to enter into 

price competition, especialIy for a homogeneous pr~duct."~ Pinkerton (1 987) also 

alludes to strategic collusive behaviour on the part of processors: "The supply of fish is 

limited, and neither large nor small f ' i  wish to attract further entry nor bid up the price 

too much. Finns . . . frnd it convenient to cooperate in various ways, including holding 



r'ciw fish prws low."S "C~mpet~don by pro:essors in the provisio.? of services to fishers 

is simultanenus! y !he most direct method of acquiring supply and of avoiding price 

~ompetltion."~ This is particularly importmt, according to Pinkerton, for car~ners. who 

are dependent on securirig enough volume to lower production costs.8 

Thm, ihese authors each assert that, because the market for riiw salmon is 

ofigopsonistic, processo:s have the oppcfiunity, through implicit or explicit collusion, to 

keep the price of raw salmon iower thaii wollld be pocsibk if the buyers' side of the 

market was more competitive. When processors offer a higher price for raw Gsh in order 

io attract supply, other fims in the industry are likely to respond by doing the sarre in 

order to maintain thcir share of the raw fish supply. As the price of raw fish rises, 

processors' profits we cioded. Thus, such behaviour is viewed as "destructivs" prici: 

competition. 

Of course, non-price csri~;>enszdon (egs., the prilvision of 5onuses and and lay  

services) is itself costly, and, theref~re, inversely related to procewors' profits. Thus, the 

erosion of prafits is not avoided by the partial replacement of price compensation with 

nor,-price compensation m~chanisms. Under what cii-cumstances, ther, does the pactice 

of con-price ctmpetition serve the Interest of a co!lusive oligopsmy? That is, is it 

consistent to collude with respect to grics, but not with respcct to other aspects (i.e., 

non-price aspects) of the transaction? 

The intent of collusion mong oligopsonists is to maxiriize joiit profits. 

Tradiconal formulations of the oligopoly problem conclude that the j ~ i n t  profits of firn-s 

icr an indgstry arc maximized when they act mgether as a monopolist. Stigler (1964) 
- 

%&erton, 1987% 
'Enkerpm, 1987:75 
$In &r for larger supplies of fi& to result ill lower production costs, there must e ~ i s t  eccnonies of 
scale in canning. Although Piierton insists that large fm do enjoy economies of scale in canning, 
Schwindt and Shaffa insis that ecchaumies d scale are insignificant beyond the metiium-sized firm. 
The point, however. is that if c a n m  do experience economies of scale and attempt to emure adquate 
supplies f ~ r  themselves. why err,p!cy non-pike conpensation rather than pricc comjxnsaiion? 



modifies this theory by presenting ar~ account of the factors governing the feasibility of 

collusion. The success of any collusive a-mement rests upon the ability to enforce the 

agreement. "Enforcement consists basically of detecting significant deviations in the 

agrcdupon  price^."^ Given detection, deviztion from the collusive price by any one f?nn 

will no longer be piofitable since it will be matched bjr other firms. Schwindt (1982) 

justifies the use of non-price compensation as follows: "Defection by any processor from 

a given price level is easi:y detected by, and communicated amongst, fishermen, , , The 

provision of services is both difficult to valuate and difficult tn police, and thus provides 

an ideal methcd of competing."1•‹ Thus, if non-price variation is less observable or 

-neasurable than cbanges in per-unit prices, it is conceivable that an oligopsonistic firm 

could use such methocis to attract fish supplies without starting a "price" or a "non-price" 

war. 

If, however, enforcem~nt is weak, ol.ving to lags in detection and/or incomplete 

deection, the co!lusive agreement is rendered ineffective. We would expect firms 

collectively seeking joint profit maximization to revise the agreement so that the 

inducements to raising non-price compensation were small, or to restrict collusive 

behaviour to areas in which effective enforcement were possible. 

Thus, it does not appew that processors that use non-price compensation are 

attempting to protect thsmselves from c~m~petition with each other The above 

discussioii indicates that non-price compensation hinders rather than promotes such an 

objective. However, competition in non-price services may serve to protect processors 

that use  on-price compensaticl; from those who do not and/or may serve to prevent 

entry, 



Strutegic Etztr): Deterrence 

Non-autonomous contracting for the intermediate product may serve to support 

a nun-competitive market structure by promoting entry barriers. For example, suppose a 

downstream firm procures supplies of the intermediate input, either through vertical 

integration or, say, an exclusive dealing arrangement. In some cases, such procurement 

of the intermediate input may make It more difficult for new f m s  to enter the industry 

(Aghion and Bolton, 2987; Krattenmaker and Salop, 1986; McAfee and McMillan, 

1986; Rey and Tirole. 1986). In order to participate in the downstream industry, a 

potential entrant wiii either have to undertake production of the intermediate input, or 

purchase the input from established rivals. In the first instance, the potential entrant's 

sunk costs of production are higher than wocfd be otheru6se. In addition to investing in 

processing facilities, the ennant would also have to invest in harvesting capacity (i.e., 

vessel, gear, etc.). The established firms, haviny already incumd these harvesting costs, 

may aetcmpt to deter e n q  by lowering the price of thc final product so as to render 

entry unprofitable. SimilarIy, if a potential entrant, rather than integrating backward, 

were to attempt to purchase the intermediate input from an established rival, it may also 

be at a cost disadvantage. While the established firm would supply itself with the input at 

marginal cost, it is unlikely to practice marginal-cost pricing in its sales to a rival firm. If 

established processors own the majority of raw fish supplies, and if the processing sector 

is not competitive, an established firm will maximize profits from sales of the 

intermediate input by charging a price hat  exceeds the marginal cost of producing the 

intermediate input 

Shaffer f 1979) coaducred m emr?owJc stdy of the S ~ ~ J ~ P A ~ P ,  ef  he B.C. sdmon 

industry, the purpose of which was to determine the implications of industry structure for 

industry khaviour and peif~rmance. He explicitly adopts the "limit-prizkg model" in 



explaining the pricing behaviour of the B.C. salmon processing sector. Specifically, he 

maintains that the oligopsonistic processors collude so as to prevent the entry of 

additional f m s .  That is, the "total price" (money price + non-price compensation) for 

the intermediate product is set high enough so that a potential entrant finds entry 

unprofitable. The non-price compensation mechanisms (i.e., provision of vessel, credit, 

services. etc.) are viewed as a barrier to the entry of new wholesalers. A new entrant 

would have to "lure" fishers away from processors with whom they have vertical ties in 

order to participate in the market. 

Does the empirical evidence offered in the previous chapter support the 

hypothesis that nen-price compensation is s~rategicdly used to deter entry into the B.C. 

processing sector? The data indicates that non-price compensation is most common in 

exchanges between salmon canners and salmon seiners, and between processors of 

hening roe and herring seiners. In order for this hypothesis to be consistent with the 

data, it must be explained why salmon canners and herring roe processors are more 

desirous of entry prevention. or better able to deter entry, than are other wholesalers. 

Note that Shaffer's study was confined to the B-C. salmon industry. He noted, 

however, that buyer-seller ties were much greater for the traditionall y-canned species 

(and net landings generally) than for the principal freshlfrozen species (and troll landings 

generally). He at; lbutes the existence of enuy prevention through non-price competition 

in the salmon caming sector, and its absence in the fresh/frozen salmon market, to the 

fact that the canning sector is a "strong oligopsony", while the buyers operating in the 

fresh/frozen market f o m  a "weak oligopsony". As such, hsh/frozen wholesalers ". . . 
zm subject to a greater degree of price competition." (Shaffer, 1979: 76j. 

The distinction between "weak" and "strong" oligopsony is necessarily somewhat 

ruttitrary. The measure used by Shaffer to characterize market structure is h e  share of 

salmon production-value by largest firms. In 1976, the three largest processors 



accounted for 8 1.7% of the value of canned production and 48.7% of the value of 

trei;k&ozai production; ihe five lxgesi processors accoiin'd for 89.1 % of came4 aid 

62.4% of fresh/frozen. Schwindi (1982) reports that, in 1980, the two largest enterprises 

accounted for 58.7% of canned production sales, and 54% of frozen production sales, 

while the four largest accounted for 76.1% of canned and 63% of frozen production 

sales. Thus, the distinction between "strong" and "weak" oligopsonies had become less 

pronounced by 1980. 

kdustiy concentaiion statistics for 1988 are presented in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. 

Table 4- 1 depicts, for each of the four species, the proportion of landed weight 

purchased across groups of firms. The mformation in Table 4-1 indicates that there is a 

high degree of industry concentration in the purchase of fish landings for all of the noted 

species, although this concentration is less pronounced for halibut purchases. The three 

largest firms in each fishery purchased 56.7% of the weight of salmon landings, 64.3% of 

herring landings, 67.7% of sablefish landings and 32.6% of halibut landings. 

Table 4-2 shows the proportion of wholesale earnings by product-type across 

groups of iiirms. This information indicates that there is a high concentration of industry 

wholesale earnings in each of the product-types considered. This coccentration is highest 

for smoked sablefish where the three largest firms accounted for 84% of wholesale 

earnings, followed by canned salmon where tk2 three largest f m s  accounted for 82.9% 

of wholesale earnings, a i r i  then by fresh salmon, where the three largest flrms accounted 

for 62.1 % of wholesale earnings. 

Support for the strategic collusion hypothesis would be indicated by a positive 

ca-ml~tior! between ir?bustq cencengati~n a d  b e  hcidence 9f nm-prim c~mgensation. 

Casual empiricism does not offer this support, but nor does it indicate rejection of the 

strategic collusion hypothesis. The industry concentration data presented in Tables 4- 1 

and 4-2 indicates that purchases of all species and wholesale earnings from all final 

product-types are highly concentrated among a few firms. The data presented in Tables 



3-7 and 3-8, however, indicates that non-price compensation is most commonly used by 

processors relying heavily on earnings from canned salmon and herring roe. Thus, non- 

price competition for raw fish supplies does not appear to vary across fisheries or final 

product form in the same way as does industry concentration. A more rigorous analysis 

of the correlation between industry concentration and the use of non-price 

compensation is undertaken in Chapter 6. 

Although the market structure of the processing sector is considered by this 

author to have an important influence on the nature of the contract, concentration levels 

alone do not appear to explain observed variations in contrirctual arrangements across 

fisheries or across find product-forms. This thesis offers an alternative explanation for 

observed contractual structure in the intermediate market for raw fish. Note that the 

structure of the processing sector is not dismissed by this thesis as an important 

determinant to the structure of the contractual relationship existing between fishers and 

processors. Rather, it is the hypod~esis that the contractual structure is chosen so as to 

promote or maintain market power among fish wholesalers/processors that is 

questionable. Even if fish processing was co~lducted within a competitive industry, it is 

possible that the transacting parties would rely, under certain circumstances, partially 

upon non-price compensation mechanisms. 



fIerring Halibut 

3 Largest 

Pirms 

T o t a l  N U u h r  

of Firms 

mrce: Data conpila 3 from unpublished statistics obtainec 3 from the 
Statistics Division, Dspartment of Fisheries and Oceans, Vancouver 



Table 4-2: INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION OF FISH ~ O L X S U  XUUU?INOS BY 

PIHAL PRODUCT-FORM, 1988 

3 Largest 
FlrmB 

4 Largest 
Firmr 

Total Number 
of Firm 

Canned 
Salmon 

Fresh 
Salmon 

Frozen 
Salmon 

Smoked 
Salmon 

Salmon 
Roe 

Preeh 
Halibut 

Frozen 
Halibut 

Fresh 56.9% 
Sablef leh 

Frozen 36.15 
Sa.blef leh 

Smoked 84.0% 
Sablef ish 

Herring 
Roe 

Source: Data compiled from unpublished statistics obtained from the Ministry of 
Fisheries and AgricuTture, Province of British Columbia 



Transaction Cost Economies 

The importance of "transactions costs" in determining whether a transaction will 

take place across firms or within a single firm was recognized by Coase (1937). He 

stressed that, if an intra-firm transaction is deemed more profitable than an inter-firm 

trmsaction, there must be a cost to using the price mechanism. Coase (1937) and 

Williamson (1975) have distinguished four types of transaction costs. First, some 

contingencies that the parties to the transaction will face may not be foreseeable at the 

contracting date. Adapting to such circumstances when they occur may involve costly 

negotiations between the two parties. Second, even if they could be foreseen, there may 

be too many contingencies to write into the contract. Third, monitoring the contract, or 

ensuring that the other party abides by the terms of the contract, may be costly. Fourth, 

enforcing the contract, either through the legal system or the market mechanism, may be 

costty. 

Risk-Bearing and Moral Hazard 

The adoption of a particular governance structure may stem from the desire to 

remedy a moral hazard problem. Moral hazard problems arise because of the "conjoining 

of inharmonious incentives with ~ncertainty"~1. On the one hand, the theory of optimal 

insurance demonstrates that the optimal division of profit between a risk-neutral party 

and a risk-averse party has the former bear all ;he risk, if incentive issues are left aside 

(Arrow, 1970; Borch, 1963). That is, the risk-averse party should have a constant 

income over at1 states of name. On the other hand, such an insurance scheme eliminates 

rhe incentive of the risk-averse party to behave as a joint profit-maximizing agent 

~iilmstrom, 1979; Shavell, 1979; Grossman and Hart, 1983). 



xHiUiamson (!975:84) Illustrates the m o d  hazard problem by considering tie 

nroblem of contracting for an inkr.diatz u n d  whose h a !  cost is subiect tc r b"-- J 

uncertainty. Given that the supplier is risk-averse, a fixed-price contract to deliver a 

specific amount will be undertaken only if that price includes a risk premium acceptable 

to the supplier. A risk-neutral buyer may prefer to bear the risk by offering a cost-plus 

contract. This contract, however, impairs the incentives of the supplier to achieve least- 

cost performance. The integration of the two stages of production attenuates the 

oppommistic incentives of the supplier, and is also likely to reduce the monitoring costs 

of the buyer (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972). 

Does non-piice compensation from processors to fishers serve to reallocate risk 

between fishers and processors so as to reduce transacticms costs and promote efficient 

exchange? Non-arms' length transactions involve processor-provision of some 

combination of vessel, gear, fiancing, repair and maintenance, ice, nets and lofts, and 

accounting and banking services. The fishers then receive a piece rate, determined at the 

time of exchange. This arrangement may be thought of as a variation of the "cost-plus" 

contract. A processor takes on a portion of the fisher's fixed costs; subsequent payments 

serve as a return on that portion of the investment undertaken by the fisher. In this way, 

the fisher's net earnings are subject to less variability than if the fisher absorbed all of the 

investment costs. This consideration would tend to support the possibility that 

contractual structure in the intermediate market for raw fish derives from risk- 

reallocation incentives if it could be demonstrated that fishers are more risk-averse than 

are wholesalers. 

There does exist a high degree of uncertainty both with respect to supply of the 

intermediate input and, in some cases, the price of the final product. It is also likely that, 

in many cases, there is an asymmetry between supplier and buyer with respect to 

acceptable degrees of risk Many buyers of raw fish purchase a variety of species and 



many produce a variety of f i a l  product-types. These practices tend to insulate them 

from fluctuations in the hput supply or f na! price of my n ~ P  vx v m f d l l p t  y~vuuvr 

Many fishers rely heavily on the catch of one particular species of fish caught 

with a particular gear-type. The earnings of these fishers are highly sensitive to 

fluctuations in the supply of that species and in fluctuations of expected wholesale prices. 

There also exist fishers who operate in several fisheries and whose earnings are, 

therefore, less sensitive to variations in the landed value of one species. 

What End of empirical evidence would support the risk-dlocatisn hypothesis? 

We would expect that transactions involving fishers who are heavily dependent on 

income from one fishery, and processors that are very well insulated from intermediate 

and wholesale price fluctuations, would involve non-monetary compensation 

mechanisms. Conversely, the incidence of non-monetary compensation should be lower 

for those fishers less dependent on earnings from one species and trading with processors 

that are relatively less well insulated from price fluctuations. 

The available empirical evidence does not refute the risk-allocation hypothesis. 

This thesis, however, offers an alternative rationale for the existence of non-price 

compensation mechanisms in long-term contracts between fishers and wholesalers. 

The Hold-Up Problem 

Klein, Crawford and Alchian (KCA) (1978) illustrate the effect of the potential 

for post-contractuai opportunism upon the efficacy with which different governance 

smctures permit the completion of a transaction. They consider a situation in which an 

asset is owned by an upstream firm that produces an intermediate input for a 

downstream firm. KCA maintain that as assets become more specific, the possible gain 

from opportunistic behaviour increases. That is, the less valuable are the supplier's 

investments in servicing an alternative customer, the more likely it is that the 



downstream firm will take advantage of the low opportunity costs faced by the supplier. 

II1Ie downsmam fi- in the KCA example, having ktowledge of the upstream fi nn's 

"next-best" rental opportunity, has an incentive to renege on its cont-ractua obligations 

by reducing its rental offer expost. Although the lower rental rate may have been 

unacceptable to the upstream fm prior to making the specific investment, the ex post 

absence of a more profitable alternative renders it in the best interest of the upstream 

firm to provide the service at the lower rental rate. 

MCA submit that the problem of post-contractual opgs~unism can be avoided in 

one of the following ways: 

1. The downstream fm could vertically integrate by itself investing in the 

specific asset, thereby removing the opportunity to hold-up the upstream firm. 

2. A long-term contract could be formed between the two parties in which: 

a) the terns of trade are explicitly stated for all contingencies, and legally 

enforceable by a third party; or 

b) the terms of trade are implicitly agreed upon and the market mechanism is 

relied upon to enforce the contract via the imposition of a capital loss on the 

opportunistic party by the withdrawal of future business. 

Since it is often very costly to specify in a written contract every contingency to 

which an optimal response is required, and because legal redress is expensive, the parties 

to the transaction will often prefer a market enforcemei~t mechanism of the type (2b) 

over an explicit long-tern contract. This contract is equivalent to Telser's (1980) "self- 

enforcing agreement" in which "...each party believes himself to be better off by 

continuing the agreement than he would be by ending it."12 

The threat of termination alone, however, may not be sufficient to uphold the 

contract. Specifically, the one-time gain from contractual deviance may exceed the 

expected future net benefits from the trading relationship. Moreover, the threat of 



termination may not be credibie. If it is in the best interest of the wronged party to renew 

the contmci in the fdowing period, even after accounting for i4ie pos~ibi';iiy of future 

hnld-up, the termination threat may not be viewed as credible by the potentially 

offending party. 

Williamson (1983), in developing his "hostage model", examines self-enforcing 

agreements in an intermediate product market that involve "credible commitments". He 

considers an intermediate product that can be produced by one of two technologies: a 

"general purpose" technology or a "special purpose" technology. The latter involves 

investment in "transaction-specificpt inputs and is more efficient at serving steady-state 

demands. Demand for the final product is assumed to be stochastic. There are two 

periods: orders are placed in the first, and production, if any, occurs in the second. If the 

special-purpose technology is adopted, the transaction-specific investment costs are 

incurred in period 1. 

Efficiency considerations dictate that, for a given price of the intermediate input, 

the specific technology is employed if the total cost of production is less than that 

incurred with the general purpose technology. However, because there is some positive 

probability that the buyer will cancel the order after the supplier has incurred the specific 

investment cost, the supplier may find that the individually profit-maximizing strategy is 

to adopt the (jointly) inefficient general-purpose technology. 

One way to avoid this market failure is for the supplier to make the specific asset 

investment and for the buyer to post a hostage; that is, the seller receives some form of 

advanced payment that is retained if the order is cancelled in the second period. The 

buyer's posting of a hostage of appropriate magnitude serves as a credible commitment 

to the supplier in that the possibility of ex post hold-up is eliminated. Although the order 

may be canceiled in the second period, it is now the buyer that incurs the cost of 

cancellation rather than the seller. 



A "pure hostage" is that of general purchasing power. In the absence of 

"bunded mfionality"l3joined with "oppo,.t..unisin"l< a security b n d  in the amount equal 

to the specific investment cost would yield an efficient contract. Williamson (1983) cites 

three possible ways in which the posting of a pure hostage may incite supplier 

opportunism: contrived cancellation; misrepresentation of specific investment costs; and 

expropriation of sellers through haggling at the contract negotiation stage. 

In order to protect contracts against expropriation, the contractual relation may 

be expanded by devising a mutm! re!lmzce relation. That is, instead of posting a pure 

hostage, the buyer may reciprocally invest in specific capital that has value only in 

servicing the final demands for the product in question. If the non salvageable value of 

the advance commitment undertaken by the buyer equals that of the supplier, the 

efficient exchange result will emerge. 

Williamson maintains that the use of hostages to support exchange is widespread 

and economically important. It is not immediately obvious in many contractual 

relationships that a hostage is, in fact, an element of the contract. In many instances, the 

use of a hostage may be overshadowed by a complex governance structure that has 

arisen in response to expropriation hazards. 

A number of industry studies explore the influence of wansaction specific assets 

on contractual choice. Monteverde and Teece (1982a), in their study of auto 

components, found a positive and significant relationship between vertical integrdtion 

and technical know-how. In a later article, Monteverde and Teece (1982b) found a 

positive relationship between the value of specialized tooling used in auto component 

manufacturing and the probability of quasi-integration. The existence of mlationship- 

'3Bounded rationality refers to individuals' inherent limitations of knowledge, foresight, skill and time 
(Simon, 1961). Comparative institutional choice decisions become relevant when the bounded 
rationality problem arises in the presence of uncertainty andfor complexity (Williamson, l975:23 ). 
140pportunisrn refers to the parsuit of self-inkrest via strategic misrepresentation (Schelling, tl)ti(1: 
Goffman, 1969: Williamscw, 1975). 



specific human capital underlies the choice betwzen internal and external sales 

representatives in Anderson and Schmettleins' study (1984) of the electroilic comporients 

industry. In his study of aerospace procurement decision making, Masten (1984) found 

that the vast majority of investments in specialized tooling and test equipment -$:ere 

undertaken by the prime contractor. 

The hypothesis that ex arite long-term contingent claims contracts are wed to 

guard against ex post performance problems has been empirically supported by Joskow 

(1987). He examines the importance of specific relationship investments in determining 

the duration of coal contracts negotiated between coal suppliers and electrical utilities. 

The empirical results obtained indicate thzt, as relationship-specific investments hcome 

more important, the parties rely on longer-term contracts that, specify the arms and 

conditions of repeated transactions es ante, rather than relying on repeated bargaining. 

This thesis posits that the structure of incomplete long-term contracts in the 

intermediate market for raw fish serves to circumvent the hold-up problem. In particvlar, 

the non-monetary compensation mechanisms observed to zccompany long-term 

contracts play the role of Williarnsonian hostages. The following chapter presents a 

general model of the hold-up problem. An application of this model to tine intermediate 

market for raw fish is then presented. 



CHAPTER 5: IvfODEEEING THE HOLD-UP PROBLEM 

me. fob-wing skipie iriustration depicts the way in which the potential for e . ~  

p s r  hold-up may present a contracting problem for the exchange of one unit of an 

intermediate produci, X. Consider a potmtial transaction, T, between two parties. 

&note the upstream supplier of the intermediate product by S and the downstream 

buyer of the intern~ediate product by B. The downstream buyer may be the producer of 

another intermediate prodxt, or the producer of a final product. Assume, for illustrative 

simplicity, 'u'1at the buyer tiansfoms produce X into a final product Y which is exchanged 

on the whoiesale market. 

In order to fzcilitate the transaction, T, both parties must undertake fixed 

relation-apecific ex ante investments, the costs of which are Is and IB. That is, in stage 

1 supplier S undertakes a discrete investment, Is, which allows hirn/her to produce the 

inmmediate product according to the specifications of buyer, B. Similarly, the buyer, 

anticipating delivery of this specialized intermediate prduc t, undertakes a discrete 

investment, IB, which serves to augment the value of the final product for the wholesale 

market. These investmentz are relation-specific in the sense that Is and IB represent 

investment costs in exc:ss of those that would be undertaken in m alternative 

transaction. For simplicity, assgme that variable costs of production are zero for both 

parties. 

Exchange of the il~termediate product takes place in stage 2, at which time the 

?due of t k  final product on the wholesale market is also revealed. Let RT denote the 

expected wholesale revenue generated by transaction T and RA denote the wholesale 
. * I rt=ven;le  kit tile f nz! pr=rtuct wwdd generiite in its next k s t  a'lkmative transzctlon. 

'There ap, really two second-best aiternatives here: one between supplier S and an alternative buyer, and 

are. between Buyer B and an alternative supplier. Let R, = M A X [ R ~ ,  R: ] . where R: is Ute cxpectcd 

wholesale rrnvenue to k gemmed in supplier S1s next best alternative Vansaclion, and R: is LC 



A s u a e  that both pairties hold  he same expectations regarding the values of and RA. 

Together, therefore, the refation-specific investments are expected to yield a relation- 

specific gross wholesale revenue of R = RT - RB-, to be realized at the end of stage 2. 

That is, R represents wholesale revenue in excess of that which could be generated from 

the most profitable alternative transaction. Thus, the relation-specific wholesale revenue, 

R, is the impetus for both parties to invest in relation-specific assets. 

It is assumed that the objective of each party is to engage in a transaction that is 

expected to yield the highest private return. Thus, in stage 1, each party decides whether 

or not to undertake the relation-specific investment based on the expected private return 

from doing so. Given risk neutrality on the part of both parties, ex ante efficiency 

considerations dictate that the investmen& Is and IB should be undertaken if R 2 Is + 

1,- 

In Figure 1, the gross expected relation-specific wholesale revenue, R, from the 

transaction is given by the distance OsOB. Ex ante specific investment costs incurred by 

the mpplier of the intermediate product are given by the distance OsIs, and those by the 

buyer, OBIB. Note again that these are not the total investments undertaken by the two 

p h i  s, but only the value of the relztionship-specific investments. Note also that the 

cct3~s of tLese investments are inclusive cr" opportunity costs (i.e., the foregone benefits 

incurred b>- the next best alternative investment). Thus, the total rent from the 

transaction is then given by the distance R - Is - IB. As long as both parties anticipate an 

e.rpust return in excess of their initial investment costs, the transaction is one that results 

in (expected) gains from trade accruing to both the supplier and the wholesder. 

expeetcd wholesale revenue to be generate in buyer B's next best alternative transaction for the 
intermediate input, 



Figure 1 

The ex posr opportunity costs of the relation-specific investments are revealed in 

stage 2. The supplier's e-xpost opportunity cost of investment is equal to the maxiinurn 

amount another wholesaler(s) is willing to pay for the intermediate product. The 

opportunity cost of the buyer's investment is equal to the net wholesale revenue that 

could be generated by purchasing the intermediate product from another supplier. 

Denote the ex pmt  opportunity cost of the supplier's investment by Ls, and that of the 

wholesaler's investment by LB. In stage 2, each party must decide whether or not to 

complete the exchange of the intermediate product under transacticn T, or to engage in 

the next best alternative exchange. It is assumed that there is a cost to engaging in an 

alternative ex post exchange. Specifically, if a party reneges on an ex ante agreement, the 

possibility of future transactions between the original parties is eliminated. Thus, in 

deciding on whether or not to complete the transaction expost,  each party will weigh the 

current benefit from an alternative exchange (Ls or LB) agaimt the expected discounted 

value of fume earnings that would be lost in the absence of future transactions between 

parties S and B. 

Ex post Hiciency (ie., maximization of quasirent') dictates that this transaction, 

T, 'beween supplier, S, and buyer, B, -be undertaken, rather than the next best alternative 

'"The quasi-rent value of the asset is the excess of its value over its . . , value in its next best use to 
rtnother (user)." (Wein, Crawford and Alehian). In this application, the value of quasi-rent is given by: 
QR=R-Ls-Lg. 



transaction, as long as R 2 Ls + LB. That is, m expost exchange between the parties 

should occur if that exchange generates a larger quasirent than any alternative exchange. 

The following discussion considers four possible ex post oucomes: 

1. Each party's expost opportunity cost exceeds their respective initial 

investment costs. 

2. The suppfieis expost opportunity cost is less than hisher initial 

investment cost, while the buyer's ex post opportunity cost exceeds 

&$her initid investment cost. 

3. The buyer's expost opportunity cost is less than hisher initial 

investment cost, while the supplier's expost opportunity cost exceeds 

kk$kr initial investment cost. 

4. Both rhe buyer and the supplier incur initial specific investment costs 

that: exceed their respective expost opportunity costs. 

1. Ex Post Exchange in the Absence qf Hold-trr) 

Figure 2 illustrates a situation in which each party faces expost opportunity costs 

that exceed their initid investment costs. That is, OsIs < OsLs and OBIB < $LB. Both the 

supplier and the buyer, in alternative transactions, are able to recover their initial specific 

investment costs.3 Note that, in the transaction illustrated in Figure 2, the supplier is 

unwilling to accept ex post compensation for the intermediate product less than OsLs 

while the buyer is unwilling, post, to pay compensation that would leave him/her with 

less than $LB- Since gains from trade exist (i.e., R - Ls - LB >O), exchange 

between parties S and B wiii occur, as efficiency dictates. 

%ate that although investments Is and IB are relation-specifk, they are not necessarily worthless in an 
alternative expost exchange (i.e.. &, L, 2 0 ). The specificity of investments derives from the ex ante 
expectation that, R > O only if investments Is and I, are employed in transaction T. Moreover, 
investments Is and fB are lebtim-specific in an ex post sense as long as R R Ls + L, . 



Figure 2 

The quasi-rent from the transaction is identified as R - Ls - LB, or as the distance 

LsLB in Figure 2. Each p q  would like to extract for him/herself as much of the qurisi- 

rent as possible. The actual division of the surplus depends tipor? the relative ex post 

bargaining strengths of the two parties. In any case, compensation to the supplier of the 

intermediate product will be somewhere between OsLs and OBLB; t3e buyer will be left 

with the remainder, if any. Under these ex post circummnces, neither party has cause to 

regret having incurred the initial relation-specific investment costs. Thts if ex unte 

expectations are such that OsIs < OsLs and OBIB < OBLB, both the buyer and supplier will 

have an incentive to undertake their respective ex ante invesments. 

2.  Downsrream Hold-up 

Figure 3 iUustrates tfre circumstances under which the supplier is subject to 

potential hold-up by the buyer. The supplier's expost opportunity cost of investment, LEI 

is less than the ex anre relation-specific investment costs, Is. That is, the supplier's next 

best afternative to selling so buyer B, is to sell to another wholesaler that would offer a 



maximum of Ls for the intermediate product. The alternative ex post exchange would 

result in a net loss for the supplier. The wholesaler, B, on the other hand, is able to 

receive net revenue in the amount OBLB if the initial investment is used to purchase and 

process the intermediate product produced by an alternative supplier. Thus, the buyer 

profits from undertaking the relation-specific ex ante investment, even in an alternative 

ex post exchange. 

Since the expost quasi-rent to this transaction is positive fix., R - Ls - LB > O), 

exposr exchange will take place, given initial investments. It is possible, however, that 

the transaction could result ir, a net loss to the supplier. Given that the wholesaler has 

knowledge of the supplier's "next-best" alternative, and that the wholesaler wishes to 

capture as much of the quasi-rent as possible, hdshe may offer a price for the 

intermediate product that would not allow the supplier to recover the initial investment, 

OsIs. Although expected compensation in any amount less than OsIs would have been 

unacceptable to the supplier prior to h i d e r  undertaking the initial investment, the ex 

posi absence of a more profitable alternative renders it in the best interest of the supplier 

to accept any compensation in excess of Ls. If the supplier holds the ex ante expectation 

that OsLs < OsIs, heishe will recognize the potential for expost hold-up and wil! be 

unwilling to incur the ex ante investment costs. 

Circumstances may atso permit the supplier to hold-up the wholesaler. Silppose, 

for example, circumstances result in post opportunity costs that are relatively high for 

the suppiier and low for the whoiesaier, as depicted in Figure 4. If OsLs > OsIs and 

GI < %IB, iife upstream. F m  has the opportunity to hold-up the wholesaler by 

&manding compensation greater than (R - IB), Given that ex ante investments have 

h a d y  been undertaken, and given the absence of a more profitable ex post alternative, 



the wholesaler, albeit reluctant, will accept rhe terms of the transaction as long as hdsshe 

receives net revenues in excess of OBLB. Of course if the wholesaler to be held- 

up irr the expost exchmge, he/she will be unwilling to incur the a- ante investment costs 

in stage I. 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 



4 .  Both Parties Face tcrw Ex Post Opportunin) Costs 

Figure 5 illustrates circumstances undcr which the ex post alternatives facing both 

parties are such that ex ante specific investments cannot be movered by either party in 

an alternative ex post exchange, Given that each party expects the absence of profitable 

ex post alternatives, will the initial relation-specific investments be undertaken? This 

depends upon whether one of the parties expects to be held-up by the other party. The 

ability to behave opportunisticd~y in an ex post exchange arises from the existence of ex 

post bargaining strength. Given symmetry of informatior,, both ex post and ex ante, each 

party is aware that the other party has no profitable expost alternatives and, therefore, 

no ex post bargaining strength. Thus, the potential for oppomnistic kkaviour does not 

exist. Since there are positive gains from trade, both ex post and ex ante, this transaction 

will occur as efficiency dictates, 

Given the potential for either upstream or downstream hold-up, market failure 

occurs because potential gains from trade arising from ex ante relation-specific 

investments are unexploited. The potential victim refuses to undertake ex ante mlation- 

specific investments kcause he/she expects that, given the opportunity, the other party 

will engage in ex post hold-up. 

Figure 5 



Figure 6 replicates the situation presented in Figure 3, where the supplier is the 

potential victim of expost. hold-up. Under these circumstances, it is in the wholesaler's 

best interest to exchange with this supplier rather than another since the net wholesale 

revenue obtainable from this transaction exceeds that of the next best alternative, OBLR. 

If, for example, the &vision of rent was such that the wholesaler received the portion 

%Si, the supplier received the portion OsSi, both parties would do better &an they 

could in an alternative transaction. The wholesaler's problem is to convince the supplier 

in period 1 that the in@&iate price paid in period 2 will result in OsSi 2 OsIs. 

Alternatively, if the wholesaler was the potential victim of hold-up, as illustrated in 

Figure 4, the supplier would find it desirable to convince the wholesaler that OBSi 2 I,. 

figure 6 

Wi'fliarnsm (1987) has observed that transactions that are pqtentially subject to 

hold-up axre oftea supported by the potentidly opportunistic party making an ex unte 

credible commitment to the exchange. The following simple model il iustrates how an ex 

onre contrr-tual agreement, accompanied by credible investments, serves to promote the 

eEcient exchange of an intermediate prcduct. 



The Model 

There are two risk-neutral economic agents: a buyer or wholesaler, B, and a 

supplier, S. At the beginning of the period, the wholesaler and supplier consider making 

relationship-specific investments in order to complete a transaction, T, of an intermediate 

product, X, at tile end of the period. Denote these initid specific investments by Is and 

Is. Recall that these are not the total investments undertaken by the two parties, but only 

the value of the relationship-specific investments. Both economic agents wish to 

maxirriiz the individual return to their respective ex ante specific investment, 

Let Ri be the state-contingent expost return to the transaction; that is, Ri is the 

market value of the output when the two specific investments, Is and IB, are combined, 

where state i occurs with probability pi. Further, define ex post opportunity costs as 

follows: LSi is the supplier's ex post opportunity cost of the initial specific investment, Is, 

in state i; LBi is the buyer's expost opportunity cost of the initial specific investment, IB, 

in state i. The initial investments, Is and Is, are specific to the transaction if : E(Ri) > 

E(LSi) + E(LBi); that is, the expost quasi-rent is strictly positive. It is assumed that this 

specificity condition is satisfied throughout the analysis. 

Recall that market failure resulting from the hold-up problem occurs if one of the 

parties faiis to undertake an ex anre efficient relation-specific investment because he/she 

anticipates a net loss with the completion of the expost exchange. That is, both parties 

want to avoid a situation in wkich ex post efficiency dictates that an exchange takes 

place. but in which the initial &vestment is regretted The model p r o c d s  as follows: 1. 

the conditions for atire efficiency are established; 2.the conditions for ex post 

contractual p e r f a m c e  are established; 3. the conditions which lead to market failure 

ape established; 4. an efficient contract which combats market failure is presented. 



Ex Ante &@ciency 

There are three conditions necessary in order for the initiial specific investments, 

Is and fg, to be undertaken: (1)the parties must hold the expectation that the gross 

collective return from the specific investments at least covers the sum invested; (2) the 

supplier expects to at least recover the costs of the intitid investment, Is; (3) the buyer 

expects to at least recovcr the costs of the initial investment, IB. These three conditions 

are represented by the following set of equations, where NT denotes the net expected 

return from the transaction, Ns denotes the net expected return accruing to the supplie~, 

and NB denotes the net expected return accruing to the buyer. 

where Ki is defined as the state-specific reti:n to the supplier's initial specific 

in~estment,~ and EONi) = E@i) - E(Ki). Equation (I)  simply states that, of all possible 

transactions, transaction T is expected to generate the greatest total surplus. Equation 

(2) states that, in order to agree to the transaction, the supplier must expect to earn a 

return, Emi), sufficient to recover the intial specific investment coc : is. Similarly, 

equation (3) states that the buyer will agree to the transaction if he/she e *;:ccts to earn a 

return, E(Wi), sufficient to recover the lnitial specific investment cost, Is. 

4 ~ o t e  that Ki is not the totat return to the supplier's investment costs, but just the return arising from the 
existence of the specific intitial invesrnent costs, Is. 



Each party's expectation of net returns depends upon the possibility and direction 

of ex post hold-up. The potential for hold-up is, in turn, dependent upon the ex post 

contractual performance constraints faced by each party. 

Ex Post Contractual Performance 

We begin by establishing the conditions under which it is in both parties best 

interests to complete an expost exchange, given that ex ante investments have been 

made. In deciding whether or not to complete the ex post exchange, each party must 

take into account the cost of violating the agreement reached in stage 1. Suppose that 

two parties establish an (implicit or explicit) contractual understanding and proceed to 

undertake relation-specific investments. h many trading relationships, failure to 

complete the transaction in stage 2 negates the possibility of future trade between these 

two parties. Thus, a party will renege on the ex ante agreement if the gain from doing so 

(i.e., the expmt opportunity cost) exceeds the cost of doing so (i-e., the loss of future 

net benefits from this trading relationship). It is assumed, for simplicity, that expected net 

benefits from future trmsactions between these two parties is equal to zero. 

Given that state i obtains, the following conditions must be satisfied if an ex post 

exchange between these two parties is to be realized: 

Quation (4) is ~ h e  sdef  s a post perfoOmce constraint in state i: The return to the 

specific inveswnt, Ki , must exceed the payoff possible in an alternative trmsaction, 

hi. Equation (5) is the wholesaler's performance constraint in state i: the net payoff from 



the exchange this period, Wi, must exceed the ex post opy xtunity cost of the 

wholesder's sF$c iwesment, I-, Bi- 

Thus, each party expects, ex ante, to receive, at a minimum, the following e r  post 

returns: 

K = Lsi; W. = LBi -1 -1 

In addition, each party expects to receive some portion of the quasi-rent, Ri - Lsi - LBi. 

Symmetry of information implies that both parties are aware of their own and each 

other's expost opportunity costs. If both parties are opportunistic, each will attempt to 

maximize their individual shares cf the expost quasi-rent. Given that the distribution of 

bargaining power is solely determined by relative ex post opportunity costs, thcn, ex 

ante, each party would expect to receive one-half of the ex post surplus in each state. We 

are now in a position to identify each party's ex ante expectation of ex post returns: 

Equation (6) dsfins, the supplier's expected expost retum from the transaction: the 

supplier mnst rec.Lve at least K; = Lsi it! nrder is complete the ex post exchange; in 

addition, the supplier expects to extract one-half of the ex post quasi-rent. Similarly, the 



buyer expc-cts to receive hisher option value, iBi. $us one-half of the ex gosf quasi-rent, 

as indiea'd ifi epa:ion (7). 

Failure Conditions 

Efficiency considerations dictate that the transaction between these two parties 

take place if ex ante expected net rents from this transaction and future transactions are 

non-negative. Market failure obtains if, given (1) (i.e., NT 2 0), either the supplier or the 

buyer does not expect to recover hisher initial investment costs from this transaction and 

future transactions. Formally, market failure results if: 

case (i) : NT2 0 and Ns < 0, or 

NT 2 0 and E(Ki) - Is < 0, or 

NT 2 0 and Cpi[(Ri + Lsi - L,; ) / 2 ] < Is 

Case (ii): 2JT 2 0 and NB < 0, or 

N T 2  0 and E(Wi) - IB < 0, or 

NT 2 0 and Zpi[(Ri + LBi - Lsi > I 21 < IB 

Dues there rxise a contract which ;sramotes e f k  ent exchange when one of the above 

situations present? itself? fn Case (i), the potentially opportunistic party is the buyer. 

Since the transaction, T, generates at least as much rent as any alternative transaction 

(i.e., NT 2 O),  it is ir, the s;rpplierrs best interest to convicze the buyer that the latter will 

not be the victim of espost hold-up. The converse is true if Case (ii) presents itself; the 

buyer has an inceirtive to convince the supplier that hold-up will not occur. ? he 



following section presents 2 contract in which the potentially opportunistic party rnakes 

an ex ante credible comntittment to a non-opport~!l~istic e-x post exchange. 

Consider the following ex ante contract between the two parties: The buyer B 

agrees to pay the supplier S a state specific sum Ki = & for delivery of the intermediate 

product, and, in addition, takes c.l 7G of the supplier's specific investment, Is. The 

contract is efficierit if the values of Ki and G are such that the expost contractual 

performance is guaranteed and the incentive exists for both parties to make the ex urlte 

investments. Formally, we need to find G such that: 

and: 

1s- E(Ki) I G I E(Wi) - I B  

or: 

The viability assumption (i.e., E(Ri) - Is - I, > 0) ensures that such a C always exists. 

Gmal 

If G > 0, then the buyer is paying part of the supplier's investment. That is, when 

the supplier is the potentid victim of expost hold-up, it is the supplier that requires an 



inducement to undertake the Initial specific investment. In order to induce the supplier to 

partake in the transaction, the buyer must incur a minimum credible corninittnxylt cost of 

fs - E(Ki); C?e maximum committment cost the buyer is willing to incur is given by 

EWiI - Ig. 

Figure 7a illus~ates such a contract when the supplier is t'he ptentiai victim of PX 

post hold-up.. The distances OsE(Ri) and OBERi) are identical in Figure 7a, as both 

parties hold the same expectation regarding the wholesale revenue from the sale of the 

final product- In the absence of an ex uirte credible committment, the, supplier's expected 

return is given by E&), a return that is insufficient to entice the supplier to undertake 
* 

the initial investment cost, Is. If the ex ante contract is accompanied by a payment, Glllill, 

from the buyer to the supplier, the expected return is just sufficient to induce the supplier 

to undertake the investment, Is. 

The contract i:fustrated in Figure 7a defines the lower boundary a rmge of 

contracts that promote efficient transactions when the supplier is the potential victim of 

expost hold-up. It is a contract in which the supplier receives the lowest possible ex post 

compensation consistent with contractual performance in conjunction with the lowest 

pss i5k ex ante credible commitment consiste~t with ex ante efficiency (i.e., E(K) + 
t 

Gmh - I, = 0). The wholesaler extracts the entire expected rent from the transaction (Le., 

E(R) - E a )  - GL - IB = E(R) - I, - IB. Thus, this contract can be thought of that which 

would o b t h  if the buyer had all of tk? ex ante bargaining power. 

If the supplier had some PK mte bargaining power, helshe could negotiate a 

contract which dllowed for a positive expected return to the specific investment, IS. 

Note, however; t5at a higher state-specific compensation package is not credible. That 

is, although the buyer c d d  promise to pay K, > Ki, it is not in hisher best interest to 

abide by 'this promise expost, nor is it necessary to induce the supplier's ex post 

contractual performance. "FlIus, a positive expected return to the supplier can only be in 

the f o m  of higher values of G*. 



Figure 7a 

What is the maximum credible commitment the buyer is willing to undertake in 

order to induce the supplier to undertake the initial investment IB? The maximum value 

of G ,  G;,, , is that for which the buyer's ex ante expected return is zero: 

G:,,, = EW,) - 1, 

This contract in which the minimum state-specific compensation but maximum 

credible commitment to the supplier obtains is illustrated in Figure 7b. 

, 

The above analysis indicates that when the supplies is the potential victim of 
* 

hold-up, a cono&t in which the buyer makes an ex ante credible commitment, G- 2 

G* 5 G*:,,, serves to promote efficient transactions. 



Figure 75 

Case fii) 

It is also posslble that it is the buyer/wholesaler that is the potential victim of 

hold-up. Under these circumstances, equilibrium values of G will be negative; that is, the 

supplier will partially assume the buyer's initial investment costs. The following contract 

ensures efficient exchange when equation (9) is not satisfied: 

Again, this is a contract which offers the supplier the minimum state-specific 
A 

compensation package, Ki  = K; = Lsi. Ex ante however, the supplier must incur a 
A 

rlinimum credible committment cost of Gmi, in order to induce the buyer to partake in 



the wdnsaction, This connact can be thought of as that which would obtain if the 

supplier had aff of the ex ume bargaining power. If the buyer had come e-r ante 

bargaining power, he/she could negotizte a contract which allowed fm a positive return 

to the specific investment, IB. The above contract is illustrated in Figure 8a. Note that 
h 

the supplier earns a positive expected rent (i.e., E(Ki) - Is - 6- > 0) while a zero 
A 

expected rmt iiccmes 40 the buyer (i.e., Em) - IB + Gmin = 0). 

What is the maximum credibfe commitment the supplier is willing to undertake in 

order to induce the buyer to undertake the initial investment IB? The maximum value of 
E. 

G G,,,, is that for which the supplier's EX ante expected return is zero: 

Such a contract is iflustrated in Figure 8b. 

Figure 8a 



Thus, when the buyer is tfte potentiai victim of hold-up, a contract in which the supplier 
.a. fi. A 

makes an ?x ~3r,!tc credible commitmnt, G,;, 2 C: 5 G ,,,, , serves to promote efficizr~t 

transactions. 

B, Applying the Hold-Up Model to the B.C. Intermediate Market for Raw Fish 

How does the above model explain contractual structure and conzractual choice 

in the B.C. intenrrediate market for raw fish? Consider a potentiai ~dnsaction, T, 

bemen a fisher {S) and a wholesaler (B) that generzitcs a total return in excess or either 

spwific to this p-d.rticdar transaction; &ei; the expost opportunity cost of that 

investment, Ls, wifI be less than the size of the initial investment itself. For exampie, 



suppose a sahxm seiner irnder"des a large initial investment prior to exchange; part of 

Y-WP C ~ V P  Tn r r o r t ; r - ~ ~ l ~ r  + h ~  &Is investment is high!y specific to a smd! e z V u ~  a.n11n of pztr\l&avzo. a#l YCU L I ~ U I L U ,  L1lb 

attributes of the target species and the nature of the gear results in a catch configuration 

that is valuable to canners, but nor as vaIuable to the freshffrozen processors. 

Ex utzte, the fisher wilt not expect ex post cornpensztion in excess of GIIC-half of 

the quasi-rent. If the fisher's expected expost ccmpensation, E(K) is less than hisher 

initid invesurtent comii, the fisher will not be willing to undemke this highly specific 

investment, Is, unless the cmner, 13, credibly cornmi's to the msxdon. The cre0iSk 

committient, G*. takes the form of m t e  non-monetary compenmtion. As noted 

previously, such compensation incfvdes a variety of non-price services (egs., vessel 

mairrtenance and repair, moorage, nets and lofts, packing and collection, etc.) as well as 

the provision of vessel financing, afidlor even the provision of the vessel itself. 

The season-end bonuses that are observed to accompany long-term contracts are 

captured by the variable Ki in the above model. Recdl that Ki is defined as the state- 

coniingent return to the supplier's specific investment in *he transaction. There is a 

temporal aspect to the bonils system that the mode1 presented in this thesis does not 

capture. For the purpose of simplification, a transaction between a supplier and a buyer 

has been modelfed as a one-shot exchange or delivery of fish. Ln fact, r.mj transactions 

Setween two parties involve a succession sf deliveries. The bonus is paid at the end of 

the season wbsequent to the completia~ of all deliveries. 
+ 

The hold-up model presented in this cbiiper allow5 for both upstream and , 

downstream hold-up- in  the case of porentiaf upstream hold-up, the processor, B, 

investment, 1,. - In the case of potential downstream hold-up, however, it: :s the supplier 
A 

titat would be required to credibly commit to the transhction by u~&rtaking $G of the 

buyer's initial specific investmefit IB. We do not observe such bzhaviour in the 5.Z. 

intermediate market for raw fish. That is. fishers do m t  undertake investments for the 



purpose of credibly committing ro exchange with a processor. The model irtdic;tles that 

such investments woufd be nscessaly in order to avoid the market failure that would 

xsult if the processor's initia! investment had a very low value in an alternative ex post 

exchange. T'hus, it must be the case that, relative to fishers' ex m t e  investments, 

processors' investments involve a lower degree of specificity to a parciculnr ~dnsaction. 

This is indeed the case. Although canners do undertake an investment in a nrocessing 

technology that is quite specific to the intermediate product produced by salmon seiners, 

there were, in 1'438,549 vessels supplying this product. Conversely, only 13 

estabfishments were ticensed to operate a commercial. salmon cannery in 1988. Thus, the 

sainio~ qeiner's initid investment is specific to a very small niamber of processors; thus, it 

is alsc much more s-pecific to a particular transaction. 

The potential for hold-up exists only in the presence of transaction-specific 

assets. Both harvesting and processing technologies in the intermediate market for raw 

fish exhibit varying depees of specificity. A salmon-seine harvesting technology, for 

example, is specific to schooling species and results in a catch-configuration such that the 

majority of the harvest is suitable only for the canned market. Similarly, the canning 

technology requires inputs that cannot be redeployed to process species other than 

salmon. On the other hand, the salinon trolling harvesting technique may be employed i n  

the capme of both schooling and non-schooling species, and produces a catch- 

confEguration that is suitable to a number of final product forms. Similarly, the 

anpl~ymenr of a freezing technolorn ir, the harvesting sector allows the wholesaler 

flexibility  cross other fish species, Thus, salmon trolling involves a lower degree of assct 

specificity &an does salmon seining, as does the production of a frozen final prduct 

dative to a canned final product. Therefore, salmon trollers and wholesalers operating 

in tJre f&sh/frozen mxket should be more likely to operate on the spot market than to 

engage in transactions governed by incomplete, long-term contracts. 



-This application of the hold-up problem differs somewhat fi-om the way hold-up 

has been previously illus~ated in the literature. The pca~ntial for hold-up has been 

perceived to exist in circumstances where one agent's investment is specific to a single 

buyer or seller; that, is, when there exists no alternative exchange. Although there are 13 

canrhsrs operating in the B.C. intermediate market for fish, it is not the case that a vessel 

has 13 equally accessible alternative ex post exchanges. Some harvesting activity takes 

glace in remote areas served only by one processor. Given positive transportation costs 

and the high perishability of the intermediate product, such a processor effectively has 

monopsony power. 

This study, however, introduces the notion that the potential for hold-up may 

also exist in markets where investments ap, specific to multiple buyers and/or sellers. 

Even where two or more canners operate within close proximity of each other, the 

seller's alternatives re limited by the fact that these canners face capacity constraints. In 

years where harvests are low, processors will operate at below capacity a d  fishers may 

then face several alternative exchanges; i.e., there would be no hold-up problem. 

However, in seasons where the total harvest of fish is large, the capacity constraint on 

each processor may be binding. If a fisher has incurred investment costs that are specific 

to a small number of processors, helshe potentially faces expost ho1.d-up. 

Are the empirical regularities in this industry consisterit with the above theory? 

The following empirical analysis indicates a strong correlation between the incidence of 

non-price compensation and the degree of asset specificity in transactions. This 

correlation supports the hypothesis that contractual rurangements in the intermediate 

market for raw fish are chosen so as to minimize the transactions costs arising from the 

possibility of post-contractual opportunistic hold-up. 



CHAPTER 6: EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of the empirical analysis is to examine the way in which the nature 

of the contract varies across product and technological characteristics in both the 

harvesting and processing sectors. This is accomplished by analyzing individual 

transactions between fishers and processors. The hypothesis of the thesis is supported if 

there exists a (significantly) positive relationship between the degree of asset-specificity 

in transactions and the incidence of verticd ties (i.e., incomplete long-term contracting) 

between procesors and fishers. 

A traiisacticn is defined as the deIivery of a load of a particular species and 

product-form from one vessel to one processor, as recsrded on a sales slip. A particular 

transaction is characterized as taking place under a long-term, incomplete contract if at 

least one of the foliowing criteria are met: 

1, the vessel ownerloperator received a season-end bonus from the 
buyer/processor; 

2. the vessel is fully or partially owned by the processor; 

3. the vessel is fully or partially financed by the processor, but not owned 

by the processor. 

It Is important to note that other non-price compensation mechanisms (e.g., proc,. ~ S S O T -  . 
provision of moorage, storage space, vessel maintenance) are also indicative of a long- 

term coatractiial relationship. Unfortunately, information on these variables is 

unavailable. 



In crrder to determine the way in which the observed non-price compensation 

mchanisms vary across o&er attributes of the transaction, a stratified random sample1 of 

&ms~ctions has k e n  generated from the 1988 fishing season. The sample consists of 

f 5,753 transactions between 726 vessels and 75 buyers. For each of the vessels, the 

identity of the ownCr(s) and creditor(s) (if any) are known; it is also known whether or 

no; the vessel received a season-end bonus. The distribution of ownership shares across 

owners is also known; thus, each transaction can be characterized as belonging to one of 

the fallowing categories: the processor had majority ownership in the vessel; the 

processor had n;ir.ority ownership in the vessei; the processor financed the vessel; the 

vessel received a season-end bonus" or there were no observable vertical ties that 

c h m c t e ~ h d  thc transaction. 

The sample represents a cross-section of vessels and processors operating in at 

least one of the following fisheries: salmor, (which includes 5 different species), herring, 

halibut, and sablefish (black cod). The attributes of the intermediate product vary both 

across and within these fisheries, as do the harvesting and processing technologies. 

A. Measuring Asset Specificity 

As noted previously, asset-specificity in the harvesting sector derives from the 

following sources: high perishability of the intermediate prduct and the inflexibility of 

'Obseruatims have nnb_ been rhrrpwn at random tiom the population, but are randomly drawn within 
particuk -?a afrat is, the data ;ue deliberately sampled so that both spot-market and each type of 
img-term cr;r;rrxt transz~tion is adequately re_rrresented in the sample. Since, for example, processor- 
owned vesds coflstiture only 12% of all vessels in %e population, a random sampling technique would 
m a i i  irr ;i vwy few nornXner of oberwaiions exhittiring ;his characteristic. Thus, of the 726 vesseis in the 
sampk: 39% meet one nf the above criteria for a long-term contract, while the other 50% do not. Within 
each smk however. tbe vessels used in the sample were selected randomly. 
'The 19% Cost and Mhgs S w e y  was 'boycotted by vessel owner/operators with strong processor 
&fIIiationS-ations- thus. all vessels receiving bonuses in the sample are neither o w d  nor financed by 
prrrcessors. This renders the abve categories of long-term contracts mutd1y exclusive. 



the harvesting technobgy eaployed in the transaction. Asset-speciticity in the processing 

sector derives from the inflexibility of the processing technology. 

Perishability 

The effects of peiishability are partially captured by both the idenrification of the 

species delivered in each transaction, as well as the form in which it is delivered. On 

average, herring can be held for a maximum of 1 to 2 dzjs after capture and prior t o  

delivery, salmon for 3 to 4 days, sablefish for 5 to 7 days, aad halibut 1-2 weeks, Note 

that the perishability rankings given above hold for a given delivered product-form, 

specifically, fish delivered "in the round"'. The effects of perishability can be attenuated 

by on-hoard h s s i n g  (gutting and heading) and freezing. 

Ffexibiliv of the Haryesting Technology 

There are three ways in which flexibility of the harvesting technology is 

important: flexibility across fisheries/species, flexibility across intermediate prcxluct-form, 

and flexibility across final product form. 

A. Flexibility Across FisheriesJSpecies ' 

The flexibility of the harvesting technology across fisheries is partially captured 

by the number of fishery-specific ~~mmercial  harvesting licences attached to the vessel. 

That is, a vessel licensed to operate in only one fishery is considered a more specific 

- investment than one llc'ensed to fish in sweral fisheries. I 

- Identification of the gear-type employed in the transaction also captures flexibility 
F 

across fisheries iudor species. Five.mmain gear-types are employed in the four fisheries 

under consideraticn: purse-seine, gillnet and trdl gear are eqployed in the salmon 

'7 % 

3Fish delivered in the round are not gutted or headed, nor are they ha- n on board. 



fishery; purse-seine &;id gillnet gear are employed in Me herring fishery; longline gear is 

empbyed In the halibut fishery; and longline and trap gear are employed in the sablefish 

fishery. In general, net gear is the least flexible across fisheries and species because it is 

designed to target schaoling species of fish (pink, chum, sockeye and herring:) Note also 

that the salmon purstkeiners and gillnetters are specific ti, the salmon fishery and the 

hemng purse-seiners and gillnetters are specific to the herring fishery. That is, the nets 

are not used interchangeably across these fisheries. Longhne gcar is m o ~ e  flexible than 

trap gear as the f o m r  is ernployeb in both the halibut and sablefish fisheries, while trap 

gear is specific to sablefish. Troll gear is employed in the salmon fishery and tends to 

target chinook and coho, although it is at least as efficient (in terms of catch per unit of 

effortj at harvesting the schooling s p i e s  of salmon, 

B. Flexibility Across Delivered Product-Form 

Flexibility across delivered product-form is captured by spcifying the volume of 

catch delivered per transaction. Gear-types that generate large volumes of catch per 

delivery are relatively inflexible across delivered product-form. Purse-seim gar, for 

example, results in such large volumes of salmon or herring that any type of on-board 

processing is extremely dificult; consequentJy most transactions for which seine gear 

was employed consist of fish delivered in the riund. Fishers using salmon troll gear, 

however, are able to accomplish some on-board processing. 

C. Fkxibiii~y Across final R ~ d u ~ i - F i i ~  

Recall that raw salmon is directed primarily toward either the canned or 

freshlfrozen markets; halibut and sablefish to the fresh/fi-ozen markets; and herring 

primarily to the herring roe market. Salmon caught with purse-seine gear is genmlly 





B, Empirical Testing 

Both parametric and non-parametric tests have been conducted ir, order to 

explore the validity of the thesis' hypothesis. Non-parametric tests ase distribution-free 

and require no assumptions regarding the precise form of the samp?ed population. 

However, parametric statistical tests are more powerful than nsnparametric tests, in the 

sense that the probability of making a Type I1 errorj is lower (Downie and Heath, 1974: 

260). The nonpararnetric test used in this analysis is the chi-square test; the parametric 

test involves deriving t!e maxirnum-likelihood estimates of a probit model. 

'The chi-square test of independence is the nun-parametric test used to explore 

the significance of the explanatory variables (Downie and Heath, 1974), Let us first 

determine whether or not there is significant variation of contractual choice across 

fisheries. Define the null h-vpothesis as: 

Ho : Contractual choice is independent of the fishery, or 

L L L  
p; = pj = p I or 

where p: is the probability of observing a long-term contract in fishery i, p: is the 

probability of observing a long-term contract in fishery J, and :& is the probabilitpqf 

observing a long-term contract, irrespective of the fishery. Similarly, is the number of 

Bansactions governed by long-term contracts in fishery i, f: is the ~ u n ~ b e r  of 4 

4~ Type I1 error occurs with the fail\ace to reject tie null hypoyhesis when it should be rejected. 



transactions governed by long-term contracts in fishery j, and f is the total n u n ~ k r  t,f 

transaccLions governed by long-term contracis. It is useful to sumnrarize observed 

frequencies of transactions across fisheries in a con~ngency table. 

OBSERVED FREGNr'NCff  S I 

EXPECTED F R E Q U E N C I E S  I 
S dmoo Herring Halibut S ablefir h 
8159.41 155 91 146.03 L ong-T erm Contruct 186.65 

S pot-Ma ket Contract 6703.59 125.09 1 19.97 153.35 
- 

The sample consistrr of 15,753 transactions- The transactions governed by a long- 

term contract number 8,648. That is, these are transactions in which the processor had 

full or partial ownership in the v e ~ e l ,  financed the vessel, or compensated the fisher with 

a season-end bonus. -4 spot-market arrangerneat gover:~6d 7,105 transactions. Of the 

14,863 salmon deliveries, 8,242 were conducted under an incomplete, long-term 



contract, and 6,621 were exchanged on the spot-market. Similarly, of the 266 halibut 

deliveries, 21 1 were conducted on the spot market, and 55 via a long-term contract. 

Given the null hypothesis, expected frequencies for each ceil of the contingency 

table car1 be generated. The expected frequency for cell 1,I (i.e., the cell in row I and 

column I) is co~nputed as follows: 

where r denotes the row. c denotes the column, f o  is the total number of transactions 

observed in the salmon fishery, f O  is the total number of transactions observed to be 
18 

governed by a long-term contract, and x f O  is the total number of transactions. 
1 rC 

Expected frequencies for the otha cells are similarly computed. Thus, expected 

frequencies are simply the number of obs~rvations we would expect in each category, 

given that contractual choice is independent of the fishery in which the transaction takes 

place. 

The chi-square statistic of independence is used to determine whether expected 

frequencies deviate significantly from observed frequencies. The computed chi-square 

statistic is given by: 

The computed chi-square for the above contingency table is X:  = 133.42. 

M-Scan6
Note



'r'he critical chi-square value for (r - I J ( c  - 1)" 3 ddepes of freedom, and for a 

level of significance, a =.01, is X' = 11.3449. That is, the probability that the compilttxi 

chi-square statistic exceeds the critical value of 1 1.5440 is equ;;t to .O E. Thus, the null , 
\ 

hypothesis that contractual choice is iodependent of the fishery is easily rejpctecl. 

In order to observe the way in whic$ observed frequencies deviate fronm expected 
, 

frequencies, the value 'YrSe = 
- 

has been plotted in a bar-grih in Figure 6- 

1. Of particular interest here is the direction of this deviation. A positive value d 'k',,c 

implies that, for a given ciassificatim ~f conkactual arrangetnmt and species, there arc H 

greater number of transactions t h a ~  expected under the null hypothesis. The data below 

indicates that YrTe > 0 for transactions governed by long-term contracts in the salmon 

and herling fisheries. Conversely, in the sablefish and hafihut fisheries, there is a greater 
i 

occurrence of spot-market contracts than expected under the null hypotnesis. 
i 

In order for the thesis' hypothesis to be consistent with these values for Y!r,c, the 

degree of &:set spcciGcity shouid be high& in the hciring fishery followed by the salmon 

fishery, then the s~5Iefish fishery, and lowest in the halibut fishery. Recall those 

characteristics that contribute to *set-specifity the transwtion: perishability of the 

i n k  mediate product; flexibility of the harvesting technology across species, intermediate 

yoduct-form and fivA product-form; and flexibility of the processing technology across 

intermediate and final proiUt-form. 

5r denotes the number of rows in the contingency table, and c denotes the number of columns 



(OBSERVED-EXPECT ED)/EXPECT E D  

Herring Salmon Sablefish Hallbut 
Long-T erm Gmtracf 0.12 0.01 -0.05 -0.62 
S pot-Marker Contract -0.14 -0.01 0.06 0.76 

FIGURE 6-1 
--.- 

-I 
I CONTRACTUAL CHOICE ACROSS FISHERIES I 

I 

I Herring 
I 

1 long-term Contract Spat-market Contract 
- 

The above ranking for Yr,, is identical to the previously defined perishability 

ranking EE40reover, the specificity ranking across gear-types also suppcns the above 

values f o ~  Yr,,. Herring fishers rely very heavily on the most inflexible harvesting 

technology Gee., purse seining); some salrmrl fishers also employ this inflexible 

harvesimg t~chnology but others use a hignly flexible gear-type (troll gear), The long- 

line gear employed in the halibut fishery is also identified as flexible across species md 

final product-form. Finally specificity in the processing technology is also consistent with 

the above ranking. Recall that the bulk of raw herring is directed to the market for 

herring roe, Invesunents in the processing of herring roe are not adaptable to other 

species or product-forms. Similarly, a large proportion of salmon is directed toward the 

canned market, a product-form that also involves specific investments. Sablefish and 



halibut, however, a.p, directed towa.+the freshlfrozen market, which involve very 

flexible processing technologies. 

- The above chi-square test does not capture the effects of the above variables 

individually. That is, the contribution of perishability to contractual choice cannot be 

distinguished from those of technolo@cal inflexibility in harveshg or processing. The 

cross-section of fisheries involved in this study does not allow this observatiunnl 

equivalence issue to be corn~1steiy resolved 'Thhat is, there iri not enough variation in all 

wiables across or within these four Ksheries in order to determifie their independent 

influence on contractual choice. Nonetheless, strong empirical support for t h ~  above 

variables is obtained by applying the chi-square analysis to different subsets of the ctitta, 

Perishability 

Recall that the perishdbility of a fisher's catch can be alleviated by on-board 

dressing andor freezing. A chi-square test of the significance of delivered product-form 

to observed contractual choice is conducted below, Conti~gency Table #2 indicakcx that, 

nf the 15,723 transac~ions, 11,588 consisted of fish delivered in the round (fresh and 

undressed), 3,808 cmsisted of a fresh-dressed intermediate product, and 357 consisted 

of fish that had been frozen on-board prior to delivery. The mdjority af round deliveries 

(7,282) werz exchanged under a long-term contract, while the majority of dressed 

(2,525) and frozen (274) deliveries were exchanged on the spot-market. The expected 

frequencies of transactions in each classification are also shown in Contingency Table #2 

along with the computed and critical chi-square values. Note that the n d l  hypothesis I s  

easily rejected at the .OI level of significance. 



Round Dressed Frozm 
6361.52 2090.50 195 38 
5226.48 17 17.50 16 1.02 

- 

The deviations of observed from expected frequendes, YryG are recorded beiow 
\ 4 
j *  

Rwnd Dressed Frozen Tdd I 
L ong-7 errn Csntrad 7282 1323 83 8648 
Spot-hlkrkd Csntrcrf 4306 2525 274 7105 
T otd 1 1588 3808 35' 15753 

and illustrated in Figure 6-2. 
-. 

Rsund Dressed Frozen 
b ong-T erm Contra3 0.14 -0.37 -0.58 
Spot-Wrkd Contra3 -5,18 0.47 0.70 

n e  deviation of observed frequency from that expected under the null 

hypothesis is positive for transactions involving fish delivered in the round and negative 

for fish delivered in the dressed or frozen prod~ct-forms. Given that delivered product- 

form is an accurate proxy for perishability, these results are consistent with the paper's 

identification of the petishability variab1.e as a determinant of contractual choice. 



FIGURE 6-2 

CONTRACTUAL CHOICE ACROSS DELIVERED 
PRODUCT- FOFW 

Long-term Contract Spot-markel Contract 3 
Note that the above chi-square test does not allow us to definitively identify 

perishability as an important dsterminant of contractual choice. This is because delivered 

product-'forrn is correlated with other variables that arc proposed to determine * 

contractual choice. Contingency tables 2a to 2i illustrate the observed frequencies of 

transactior~s across delivered product-form, when all other vsiables that potentially 

affect contractual choice are held constant. In particular, for each of the chi-square tests, 

2a to 2i, the following variables are held constant: species6, gear-type and number of 

licences attached to the vessel. The way in which contractual choice varies across 

delivered product form is then analyzed. 

All 3,750 traf!sactions referred to in contingency table 2a were conducted by 

salmon seiners with only one licence. Of these transactions, 3,507 consisted of fish 

delivered in the round and 243 consisted of a fresh-dressed intermediate prtxluet. Note 

6Tbere is ody one de!ivered'pmduct-form for all species but salmon. Thw. the observations in 
contingency tables 2a-2i consist of salmon uansactions only. 



that the computed chi-syum is significant at the .001 level of significance. Moreover, 

the deviation of observed from expected frequency, '#', is positive for round deliveries 

and negative for dressed deliveries. Contingency table 2b refers to uansact~nns 

conducted by si.lhon seiners with two licences, while Table 2c consists of transactions 

conducted by salmon seiners with three or more licences. Each of these tests indicates 

that delivered product-form is a significant deterininant of contractual choice for 

transactions involving salmon seine gear, 
\I , 

Contingency tables 2d to 2f refer LV transactions irivolving salmon gillnetters. 

Table 2d illustratesthe distiba:tion of transactions across contractual choice and 

delivered product-form for vessels with one licence, Table 2e for vessels with two 

licences, and Table 2f r'sr vessels with three or mere licences. The chi-square analyses 

indicate that delivered product-fom is an important determinant of contractual choice 

for gillnetters with one licence (a = .lo). Howerer, the computed chi-square statistic is 

insignificant in tests 2e and 2f. That is, for transactions invoiving multiple-licensed 

gillnetters, delivered product-form does not appear to be an important determinant of 

contractual choice. 
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Contingency tables 2g to 2i refer to transactions involving salmon trollers. The sample 

consists of very few troller exchanges for which deliveries were in the round. Thus, these 

observations were categorixd as fresh or frozen. Fresh deliveries include both the very 

few round deliveries as well as exchanges in which fish were dressed. As with the gillnet 

exchanges, delivered product-f~rm is found to be insignificant in determining contractual 

choice for transacdons in which vessels have two a- more iicertces. 

The above a~&ysis iiidicates i b i  the imporiince of perishability as a determinant 

of contractual choice decreases with the flexibility of the harvesting technology. In 

particular, perishability is an important determinant of contractual choice for transactions 



The above analysis indicates hat the importance of perishability as a determinant 

of contractual choice decreases with the flexibility of the harvesting technology. In 

particular, perishability is an important dcerminant of contractual choice for transactions 

involving seiners and for transactions in which the vessel is confined to operating in one 

fishery. This suggests that the flexibility of the harvesting technology across fisheries, 

and across intermediate and final product-forms, has a greater influence upon the choice 

of contractual arrangement than does perishability. 

Gear Type 

In order to establish the importance of gear-type in the choice of contractual 

arrangement, a chi-square test is firm ~onducted on the data cl" observed frequencies 

shown in contingency table #3. Of the 15,753 observations, 7,809 deliwries were from 

seiners, 4,940 from gillnetters, 257 from sablefish trap vessels, 352 from longliners, and 

2,395 from trollers. The majority of seine and trap deliveries were exchanged under 

long-term contracts, while the majorit); of deliveries from the nther gear-types were 
, - 

exchanged on the spot market. The highly significant computed chi-square stadstic nf 

4,203.33 indicates that tnere is significant deviation of observed from expected 

frequencies across gear-types atid contractual choice. 



CHI-SQUARE 
(4, .01) 

The deviatiws of observed from expected frequencies, y,,, are recorGed below 

illustrated in Figure 5-3, The deviation of ob,~,wed frquency from that expected 

under &F iluU hphfiesis is positive for transactions involving fish delivered by seine and 

tap gear and nesitive for fish d~liveredl by gillnetters, longliners 3nd trollers. Given the 

previous speciGci1y m~king across~ear-types, the signs rlf Y.' fe: each category appear 

to be roughly consistent with the paper's hypothesis. That is salmm transactions in 

whicr~ the most specific gear-type, seine gear, is e q b y e d  are c~nducted more 

frequently by long-term contract than expected under the null hypothesis. Similarly, 

b9~sa~tion•˜  of sab!efish trap landings are also conducf& rnder iong-term contract to a 

greater extent than catch harvested by the mole flexible longline gear. 



FIGURE 6-3 
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Note again, however thal the above chi-square test does not allow us  to 

definitively identify gear-t~pe as an important determinant of contractual choice. Tnis is il 

because gear-type may be correIated with ofher variables that are proposed to contribute 

to contractutil preference. Contingency tables 3a to 3h illustra~ the observed frequencies 

of tratizi~dons across gear-type when all other variables that potentially affect 

conmctuat choice arc held constant. In ?articular, for each of the chi-square tests, 3a to 

3i the following yif-iahk fire held Cnnstact: ~~XC!CS, delivered prdrrr,t=form, --- -- 

number of licences attached to rhe: vesxi. The way in which contractual choice varies 
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Contingency tables 3a to 3c iilustrate ihe distribution of spot-market and long- 

term contract transstctions across the seine and gillnet gear-types. All of these deliveries 

consisted of a round product-form. The deliveries referred to in Table 3a were all 

conducted by vessels wi&. d y  one licence; those Tzbte 3b by vesds with two licences, 

deviation of observed fmm irequexies for each gear/conr:aci classification is consistent 



with the thesis' hypothesis. That is, transactions involving seine gear are overwhelmingly 

cosducted via long-term cmtmctual arrangements. 

across the three gear-types employed in the salmon fishery. All o'f these deliveries ' 

OONTINCZNCYTCSLE #k 
! i i d m m -  

~ 3 C r ~ ~  

consisted of a dressed intermediate produe;-form. The exchanges of fish summarized in 

Table 3d were all delivered by single-licensed vessels, and those in Tables 3e and 3f by 

IroPg4'epn Conba& 

BpoW ad&Conbact 

To- 

multiple-licensed vessels. Again, the computed chi-square statistics are highly significant. 

OBSERVED FRBQUBNCBS 

SatLe G i I h e t  

708 109 

276 445 

964 554 

The most transaction-specific gear-type, seine gear, was employed primarily in 

COX PUTBT) - 388 97 a =.@I1 

CHWQUARE 

Contingency tables 3d to 3f illustrate the distribution af salmon transactions 

exchanges governed by long-term contract, while vessels equipped with the less specific 

gear-types, gillnetters and trollers, operated more heavily on the spot market. 

Contingency tables 3g and 3h illustrate the distribution of sablefish deliveries, all 

of which were in a dressed product-form, across trap and long-line gear. The deliveries 

of sablefish referred to in Table 3g were conducted by vessels licenced to operate in 

fewer than three fisheries, while those referred to in Table 3h were conducted by vessels 

with three or more licences. The computed chi-square statistic is insignificant for 

contingency table 3g, but significant for contingency table 3h. The deviations of 



observed from expected frequencies are positive for deliveries harvested by trap g a r  ;uld 

negative for deliveries harvested by longline gear. This is consistent with the thesis' 

contention that the preference for long-term contracting is positively correlated with the 

presence of transaction-specific assets. 

Satre Ofket TlDn 

L0ng-rPeJ.m Contrad . I36 105 248 

SgotM a2kRCoatgct 107 206 570 

Total 24> 311 818 I37 

L I 
COX PUTED = 5435 a=.001 -- 

langqem Con- 172 37 216 

S p o ~ ~ C o ~  55 149 748 953 

Total 227 186 9 1377 
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Vessel Flexibility 

Tne flexibility of the vessel acrnss f i s l k s  and intermediate product is captund 

by observing differences in contracting behaviour between single-licensed and multipk- 

licensed vessels. Contingency table #4 illustrates the distribution of spot-market and 

long-term transactions across categoms deri&lg, the ~tumber of licences attackd to the 

vessel. Of the 15,753 tr;iasachis, 7,605 were conducted by vessels with only one 

licence (or :&), 5,454 blj vessels with tvo Ikences, 2,250 by t:essels with 3 licences, and 

494 by vessels with 4 o:' m r e  ikences, The majority of transactions in which vessel$ had 

two or fewer licences were governed by long-term contracts. Conversely, vessels with 

multiple licences opt:lated primarily on the spot mar&, 

CR 1T IW o 

CHI-SQUARE 

i 

Long4 erm Contra4 
SpotdAakd Contra3 

The cwputed chi-sqcare staustic is significant, implving that the vessel's 

flexibility &cross fisherks is m Lmportant determinant of ~on~ac tua l  choice. The - 

EXPECTED FREQUENCIES 
i ~ c b  2Tcbs 3Tcbs >3Tctss 

41 74.35 2994.1 1 1235.19 243.74 
3430.05 2459.89 10 14.8 1 200.26 



deviations of observed from expected frequencies, yr,c7 are shown in the following 

(OBSERVED- EXPSCTED)/€XPECTED 
3t&s >3T&s 

I 
-7 

L mg-T erm Contra3 -0.19 4.18 
SW-hllcrkd Contra3 -0.r35 -OLE 0.24 0.2 1 

- 

- -. 

Trl~nsactions gcverred by spot-marke; contracts -ze observed tc, increase with 

;essel flexibility. That is, multiple-licensed vessels are less spcific h the the prduction 

of a p;articulw intermediate product, and, therefore, less specific to apwticular 

tran,wction. The thesis' hypothesis implies that as assets become less transaction-specific, 

there is a decreased probability of exchangiag under a long-term contract. - 

FIGURE 6-4 



In order to ensure that iiis indea3 vessel flexibikhy that is guiding contrmual 

pmfefence; an additional x r k s  of tests am conducted which hold constant other 

variables that potentially contribute to contractual choice. Contingpncy tables 4a io 4j 

report the distributions of spotmarket and long-term transactions across numbers of 

vessel licences while holding constant species, gar-  type and delivered produc t-fonn. 

For salmon transactions, illustrated in tables 4a to 4f, the chi-square statistic is 

significant for each of the tests. The deviations of obsemed from expected frequencies, 

v, in each classification are, in general, as predicted by the thesis' hypothesis.' That is, 

transactions in which the vessel has few licences tend to be dominated by strong vertical 

ties between fisher and processor. 

1 2 3 S 3  
Tcb T c b  TEts T c b  

a807 

7Note that in tests 4a and 4b there are fewer than expected (under the null) exchanges governed by long- 
term contracts for vessels with only o w  licence. This resuit is not consistent with the thesis' hypothesis. 
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Contingency table 4g illustrates the distribution of both sablefish and halibut 

longline deliveries across contractual arrangement8 The chi-square statistic is significant 

and the deviations of observed from expected frequencies, y, as predicted by the thesis' 

hypothesis. 

Contingency table 4h refers to observations of herring seine deliveries, all of 

which were in the round. The computed chi-square statistic is significant at a = .01. The 

deviations of observed from expected frequencies are consistent with the thesis' 

hypothesis with the exception of the single-licence classification. Herc, more transactions 

than expected under the null hypothesis were conducted on the spot-market, The thesis' 

hypothesis predicts that fewer than expcted under the null hypothesis would be 

conducted on the spot market. 

*Sablefish and halibut deliveries have been combined for this test &cause there are an insufficient 
number of fresh-dressed sablefish deliveries by longliners to allow a warate test. 
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Contingency tables 4i and 4j refer to trangictions of sablefish. The effect of vessel 

flexibility across fisheries on contractual choice is found to be significant for vessels 

using trap gear and delivering a round product form, but insignificant for vessels 

delivering a fresh dressed intermediate product. The deviations of observed from 
2 

expected frequencies are consistent with the predctisns of the thesis' hypothesis. 



The above chi-sqaare tests indicate that the specificicy of the vessel to a 

particular fishery is direcdy related to the incidence of transactions governed by long- 

tern, contracts. 

In order to account for the effect of investment specificity in processing upon 

contractual choice, esch excha~ge is characterized as either between a fisher and a 

processor with canning facilities, or between a fisher and a processor without canning 

Fxilities. Recall that investments in canning equipment are highly specific to the 

production of canned salmon. Other investments in processing (eg., freezing capacity) 

are more flexible across intermediate and final products. 

CONTINGENCY TABLE #5 

O B S E R V E D  FREQUENCIES 

Ccnning No Ccnning 
Failities Fdlities T otd 

Long-T erm Contrad 7319 923 8242 
SpotMczk& Contra3 3658 2963 662 1 
T otd 10977 3886 1 4863 ' 

E X P E C T E D  FREQUENCIES 

Ccnning No Cmning 
Failitis Fdlities 

h ong-T erm Contrad 6087.09 2154.91 
S pot -Mcrk& Cont rod 4889.9 1 1731.09 



Contmgency table #5 summarizes the distribution of salmon deli~.~~ries ~ C I Y X S  

processors thaL have canfahg facilities and those that do not. Of t!!e 14,853 observations 

of salmon deliveries, 10,977 were made to companies that have canning facilities anti 

3,886 to companies without canning facilities. The vast majority of exchanges between 

- - fishers and canners were governed by long-term contracts, while the majority of 

deliveries to non-canners were conducted on the spot market. The chi-sqt~are statistic is 

highly sigi~ificant, implyinr! that specificity in processirlg is a primary cietenninant of 

contractual choice. The direction of devi~tions from observed :md expected frequencies, 

illustrated in Figme 6-5, are consistent with the thesis' hypothesis. 
4 

FIGURE 6-5 

CONTRACTUAL CHOICE ACROSS VESSEL 
TYPE 

Canners Nm-Canners 

j I C o n l - t e r m r a c t  d Spot-market Contract -- 

In order t~ more definitively estzblish support for the contention that specificity 
- I 

in processing con!ributes to contractual preference, an additional series of tests are 

conducted which t&d consmt other variables that potentially contribute to contractual 

choice. Contingency tables 5a to 5f illustrate the distribution of spot-market and long- 



term owractims across w n c r s  and non<artr,ers while hclding constmt h e  followiing 

va-iabies: delit.a,rcrf p d 2 ~ t - i c t m .  gear-type, and number of vessel licences. Only 

trmswrlons involving a rttmd pc-Auct-form are considmd, since no other product-form 

E k .  dressed or frozen] is directd toward the canned market. Each of the corresponding 

chi-square temis significanr with the exception of b t  for contingency table #5c. 

%foreover the deviations of observed frsm e x p t e d  (tinder the null) frequencies are 

positive for long-term trarlsactions ktween fishers and caraers, and negative for long- 

term vansactions bemeen fishers and non-camcrs. This indicates a positive correlation 

between the incidence of verrical ties and asse~~specificity in the processing technology. 
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The foregoing non-parametric empirical analysis offers strong support for the 

(XXJTINGENCYTA5LE #51 
N n  

-m rn 

thesis' contention that contractual choice in the intermedjatk market for raw fish is 

-U 

Lcng42ena Cantract 

determined by the presence of transaction-specific assets in both harvesting and 

• ˜ d m  Gillneltss 0.60 
ROW& 3Gf b W @ L l m  

OBBERVEE PRSQUENCES 0.m * -0.20 
Canner N a n C ~ m n e r  Tohi -0.40 

109 0 109 
4.60 

processing.The results of the empirical analysis can be summarized as follows: 

- The following variables have been identified as important determinants of contractual 

," choice: perishability of the intermediate product-form, flexibility of the gear across 

253 192 445 
-0.80 
-1 .a 

intermediate product-forms, and flexibility of the fishing vessel across fisheries. 

Tohil 

- There exists a positive correlation between the degree of asset-specificity and the 

362 i92 554 

incidence of transactions conducted via incomplete long-term contracts 

COX PUTED .. . 71 9'7 a= .001 Lmg-term Spot-market 
CHESQUARE 

Contract Contract 

- 

- The higher is the degree of asset-specificity, the stronger is the vertical tie existing " 

between fisher and processor. 



The Probit Model 

The probit model belongs to the general class of qualitative choice models. All 

qualitative choice models calculate the probability that a decisiofi-maker will choose a 

particular alternative from a set of alternatives, given categorical data, yk (P = 1. . . .. K) 

observed by thz researcher. The models differ in the function-d form that relates the 

observed data to the probability (Train, 1986: 7). 

The probit probability model. is associated with the cumulative n6rmal probability 

function. Assume that there exists a theoretical index Z which is dete.minedFby a vector 

of explanatory variables X. The index Z is assumed to be a continuous variable which is 

random and normally distributed. 

It is assumed that observations on Z are not available; insteaci, the data distinguishes only 

whether individual observations are in one category (i.e., one range of the index Zi ) or a 

second category (another range of Zi ). Probit analysis obtains estimates for the 

parameters a and $ and the relationship between Z and the observed categorical 

variable, yk (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1981 : 281). 

How can the probit model be applied to contractual choice in the intermediate 

market for raw fish? The variable Z can be interpreted as the propensity of the exchange 

to expost hold-up. In this particular application, then, I, is a theoretical construct based 

on the model presented in Chapter 3. Although Z is unobservable, the available data 

(mformation on vessel ownership a.nd fmancing, and bonus payments) indicates whether, 

based on the thesis' hypothesis, Z takes on high values (i.e., there is a high propensity to 

hold-up) or whether Z takes on low values (i.e., there is a low propensity to hold-up). 

According to the thesis' hypothesis, high values of Z increase the probability that the 



transaction is conducted under an incomplete, long-term contract. ~ s s u m e  that the 

propensity of an exchange to hold-up is a linear function of the vector of explanatory 

variables X. Then the probit model provides a suitabie means of estimating the slope and 

intercept parameters of the relationship between the propensity to hold-up and the 

.:xoposed explanatory variables. 

- 

The Binan,.Probit Model 

,- It is useful to €first model a binary choice problem. How does tilt: underlying index 

Z relate to the actual contractual information available? Let Y represent a dummy - 
,.% 

variable which equals .? when the vessel is owned or financed by theprocessor, or when 

the processor cornpensated the fisher with a season-end bonus, and 0 otherwise. Then 

(asrune that, for each individual transaction, Z; represents the critical cutoff value which 

translates the underlying index into a contractual choice. Specifically. 

. The probit model assumes that zi* is a normally distributed random variable. The 

probability that zi* is 1kss thal or equal to Zi  an be computed from the cumulative 

nomd probability function. The standardized normal distribution f~~nction is written d 

J t  

where s is a rand~m variable which is normally distributed with mean zero and unit 

variance. To obtain an estimate of the index Zi we apply the inverse-of the cumulative , 

normal function (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 198 1: 28 1-282): 



The estimated coefficients, P. reflect the effect of a change ir; an independent 

variable upon Zi. T ~ P  magnitude rf the increase in probability depends upon the original . 
I 

probabilitj md thus upon the initial values of all &he ind~pmcient variables md their 

coefficients. Tim, while the sign of tile estimated coefficient indicatc~ the direction of 

change, the magnitude depends upon the probability dendty f~nctim. or the steeyness of 

the cumulative density function (Judgc et. al., 1981: 767). 

The probability that transaction i is governed by a long-term contract, Yi, 

depends upon thc propensiiy 0: tnnsaction i i n  ex post hold-up, Zi, which is in turn 

dependent upon the degree of asset specific~ty in transaciiyn i. Asset-specifici ty in 

transactions is accounted for by the following vector of explanatory variables, Xi: 

TABS i] 

and: 

W ? i  = .1 if the ith mnsacfion involved a processor that had 
invested in carming facilities 

1 

= 0 otherwise 

-2 

%DELIVi = percentage of 1988 industry catch delivered to the buyer ' 

TRAP?i = 1 if transaction i involved the employment of trap 

= 0 otherwise 



GILLNET?i I= 1 if transaction i involved the employment of gillnet 
- gear 

= 0 *otherwise 

SE!NE?i = 1 if tramaction i mvohed the employ'inent of seine gear 

= 0 otherwise 
* 

ROUND?i = 1 if transacG,~n i consisted of fish delivered in the round 
2 

= 0 otherwise 

WEIGHTi = volume of catch delivered 

TAESi = number of additional fishery-specific licences attached to the 
vessel involved in transaction i 

The variable CAN?i is intended to account for the existence of asset-specificity in 

the processing technology. As CAN?i increases from 0 to 1, the processor's investment 

becomes more specific to the trmiqaction. The variable %DELIVi denotes the 

concentration of deliveries to the individual processor; the purpose of including this 

variable is to explore the Schwindt-Schaffer-Pinkerton hypothesis that industry 

concentration is the most important determinant of non-price competition. Increases in 

industry concentration afe hypothesized to lead to a higher incidence of vertical ties. The 

remaining variables (TiiAP?i, . . . TABSi) serve as proxies for capturing the d e p c  of 

asset-specificity embodied in the harvesting technology. With the exception of TABSi, 

observations on these variables ar\: each entered so that they posif vely Conesponc! lo 

higher levels of asset-specifity. An increase in the variable TABSi indicates an increase in' 

h e  number of fishery-specific licences attached to the vessel; thus, higher values for 

TABSj corresponds to a lower degree of asset specificity. 



A >:esc of the hypothesis Hg : = 132 = . . . . = 138 = 0 is conducted using 
" I ,  

the likelihonrl ratio prk-edure. If 11 is the number of successes (Yi = 1 j observed in the T 
\ 

obe~at ions ,  then the maximum value of the log-likelihood function under the null 

h~,vothesis - - is: 

Consequently, if the hypothesis is true, then asymptotically 

A 

has a &,-,, distribution; where in L(Q) is the value of the log-likelihood function 

evaluated at P', the maximum likelihood estimators9 (Judge, et.al., 1985: 767). 

Acceptance of the null hypothesis implies that none of the explanatory variables has any 

effect on the propensity of the ~ransacticn lo ex post li6ld-up. - 
Table 6-1 summarizes the ~esults of the binary probit amlysis. The computed XL 

statistic is easily accepted at a very high level of confidence. Of particular interest are the 

signs of the estimated coefficients and their asseciatcd t-ratioslO. 

The t-statistics indicate that each variable i s  highly significant at greater than the 

99% level. Moreover, the signs of the estimated c~cfficients are largely consistent with 

the thesis' hypothesis. Note that, with the excepten of TABS, an increase in each sf the 

independent variables causes an increase in the degree of specificity in the transaction. 

Thus, the thesis' hypothesis implies that the estimated coefficients on these variables 

should be positive (i-e., an increase in asset specificity leads to an increased The only 

variable for which this is not true is the variable GILLNET?. Note that there are three 

rn-4- .p Z:teijh -A -ur---,r--, 
I.lv IXIMIEIIL II a&~mwis d ~ e  those V & ~ S  of hi  maximizes the i i k e i i h d  funclion, LC., 

the values of that gives the highest probability that the sampled decisionmakers wouid choose the , 
alternatives that they actually did choose (Train, 1986: 45). 
'%e t-ratio fw each of the variables is computed as follows: = (p - PO) I SF . where ft is the , 

estimated coefficient, and SF is the estimate of its standard error. 
< 



Table 6-1: Binary Probit Regression 

L-Likdihcod -8007.3 
Restrictgd LaLlkdihood -10843 
a J - S  w e  (8) 5672.2 
Letld af S l @ f i ~ f e  3.20E-14 

VaidbDe 
ONE 

% i x i ~ v  
TRAP? 

GI LLNET ? 
SEINE? 
ROL'ND? 
WE i GHT 

TARS 

Coefficient 
-1.039 
0.728 
0.008 
1.22 

-0.177 
1.1 

0.156 
i.mE -07 
-0.091 

Std  Error 
0.034 
ooO33 
0.081 
0.091 
0.047 
0.046 
0,039 

6.00E -08 
0.014 

dummy variables denoting gear-type. The fourth implicit dummy tyariable represents two 
3 ,  

gear-types, longiine and troll gear. A negative coefficient on GILLNET? is therefore 

interpreted as follows: a change in gear-qpe from troll or longline gear to gillnet gear, 

reduces the probability that the transaction is governed by an incomplete, long-term 

contract. If gillnet gear is indeed more specific to a partic~~lar transaction than is longline 

or troll gear, a negative coefficient on GIL'LNET? is inconsistent with the thesis' 

hypothesis. 

Note that the industry concentration variable, %DELIV, is (significantly) 

positively correlated with contractual choice. Both the strategic collusion rationale for 

non-price ampetition, and the rationale proposed by this thesis are consistent with this 

gutcome. Recall that the strategic collusion hypothesis, proposed by Shaffer (1979), 

Schwindt (1982) and Pinkerton (1987), states that non-price competition is used by 

oligoposinistic processors to avoid the erosion of profits that w611d result from priqe 



competition. This hypothesis implies that_ processors with a larger share of the raw 

salmon market are =ore likely to form vertical ties (i.e., long-term contracts) with fishers - 

than are buyers with an insignificant market share. Conversely, the hypothesis posed by 

L e this thesis suggests that the probability of a long-term conwact increases with the 
a 

propensity of the exchange to e x p ~ s t  hold-up. The propensity to hold-up is greater the 

fewer are the number of potential alternative exchanges. The larger is the share of fish 

Is?dings purchasd by the buying party in the tf8nsaction, the fewer are the alternative 
- 

exchanges avaiiable to the seller. 
5 

- - 

Direct comparisoiiih~etween the &mated coefficients shown in Table 6-1 must 

be mdertaken with caution. The normalization made in conducting the probit estimation 

generally leads to coefficients of an arbitrary scale. It is the relative magnitudes of 

coefficients that is important lather than their absohte sizes (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 

1985: 284-285). Moreover, interpretation of L!C estimated coefficients must recognize 
' . 

differences in the scale of measbrement used for each of the explanatory vipriables~ 1.  

k e c ; ~  that the above model estimates the relationship between the explanatory 

variables and Zi, the probability that the transaction would involve ex post hold-up. For 
4 

example, the estimated coefficient for SEINE? may be interpreted as follows: in moving 

from troll or longline gear to seine gear, where the latter is more specific to the 

transaction, the propensity of the transaction to ex post hold-up (Zi) increases by 1.2. 

This increased propensity to hold-up increases the probability that the parties to the 

transaction will engage in long-term contracti~lg (Yi). The estimated coefficient for 

WEIGHT is interpreted as follows: a 1 pound increase in the volume of deliveries to the 
1 

"The estimated coefficier,k dn %DELIV and WEIGHT are deceptiveiy sad1 relative to thc other 
coeffiznts. A unit change ir! %DELIV is a percentage point, while a unit chnge in WEIGHT is one 
pound of cat-h, Both are rcmtinuozs scales of measurement. Since the other regressors are dummy 

i 

variables th&.~al:S OF measuremcd are discrete. Thus, a unit change in a discrete regres.m is likely Ict 
have a much greater impact than a unit change in a continous regressor. 



processcr increases the propensity of the exchange 

to increased probability ui a long-term contract. 

to hold-up by 2 ~ - 7 ;  thk jq turn leads 

The Multinomid Ordered Probit  model^ 

The above analysis rrmiels the contractual choice problem as having only two 

possible alternatives so that the dependelit variable is dichotomous. That is, decision- 

makers elect to exchange the intermediate prcxkt on the spot m a r k  or under an 

incomplete, long-term contract. It is useful to model contractual choice so as to allow for 

more than two possible outcomes. In particular, the multinomial ordered probit can be 

applied in the following way12: 

Thus, the ordered probit model assumes there are cutoff points, PO, pi, p2, and ~3 

which define the relationship between the observed and unobserved dependent variables. 

As in the binary pmbit model, tia parameters are estimated ap~ximum-likelihood 

nonlinear estimation routine (Pindyck and Rubirzfeld, 1981: 308). I k r  Y i  = 4 if t h ~  

pmessor had majority ownership in the vessel, Yi  = 3 if the processor had minority 
% 2 

ownership in the iiessei, Yi = 2 if h e  vessel was financed by the prccessor, Yi = 1 if the 

vessel owner/operator received a season-end bonus from the processor, and Yi = 0 

- 
 he multinomial ordered ;kbi; model Ceveloped by Zavoina and McElvey, 1975. 



otheiwise. Note that each of these cateiegcrries are inuiudlly exclusive. 

Table 6-2: Multinomial Ordered Probit Regressior, 

~cg~ikd ih&d - 1 9354 
RstridedLogLikelihood -21536 
Chi-S qxre (8) 4304.4 
L e d  d S i g M i m  3.20E-14 

VaM3ie 
ONE 
CAN? 

%DELIV 
TRAP? 

GILLNET? 
SEINE? 
ROUND? 
WEIGHT 

TABS 

Table 6-2 summarizes the results of the multinomial ordered probit. The signs of 

all coefficients are consistent with the thesis' hypothesis. As with the binary probit model, 

the estimated coefficients reveal the relationship betwcen the explanatory variables and 

the propensity of a transactiorr to ex post hold-up, 2. 

Both probir regressions result in significantiy positive coefficienb for the 

variables CAN? and %DEN. Table 6-3 iilustraies the correlation matrix of explanatory 

variables. There is a stmng positive cornlation (-617) between the variables CAN and 

%DELIV; that is, companies that have canning capacity also purchase a high proportion 



i of !and& weight. Despite this correlation, each of the above variables is significant, 
/ 

- indicatinz that&ey aie each important determinants of contractual choice; thus 

multicollinearity is not a serious problem 

Note that the ordered probit model generates a positive estimated coefficient for 

GILLNET?, while the binary probit model estimated a significantly, negative coefficient 

for GILLNET?. . Each of the probit regressions, then, identifies the use of seine or trap 

gear in the transaction as contributing to the parties' preference for a long-term contract. 

The coefficient on ROUND? is also estimated to ,be positive and significant under 

bow probit regreisions. Given that delivered product-form is an accurate proxy for 

perishability, this lends support to the identification of perishability as an important - 
kterminant of contractual choice. Similarly, the regression analyses indicate that the 

volume of fish exchanged  impact^ on the parties' preference of contractual choice; 

spxifically, larger deliveries tend to be exchanged under long-term contracts. 

Both regressions estimate the coefficient on TABS to be significantij negative: 

.An increase in the number of licences attached to the vessel increases the flexibility of the 

vessel across fisheries, or reduces the specificity of the ves.se1 to the current transaction. 

ky-eased flexibility is thus negatively correlated with the choice of long-term contracts, 

2s is predicted by the thesis' hypothesis. 

The estimates of pl ,  p2, and p3l3 represent the critical cut-off values of 

(normalized) values of Z That is, for values of Z in excess of the estimated threshhold, - 

the parties will engage in a transaction involving stronger vertical ties. 
- 

The ~ ~ b ' i t  analysis generally supports the thesis' hypothesis that co~tractud 

choice dtirmwy depends upon the presence of transaction specific assets in exchanges 

I 3 b  has been normalized to = 0. 



between fishers and processors. In both the binary and multinomial probit analyses, all 

proxies used to measure asset specificity are identified as significant, with the exception 

of GILLNET?. This implies that each of the other variables independently contributes to 

the parties' preference for contractual arrangement. 

Table 6-3: Correlation Matrix of Regressors 

CAN? %DELIV TRAP? GILLNET? SEINE? ROUND? WEIGHT 

CAN? 1.00 0.62 -0.14 -0.01 0.23 0.28 -0.1 1 

TRAP? -0.14 0.04 1 .00 -0.08 -0.12 -0.08 -0.10 

GILLNET ? -0.01 -0.06 -0.08 1.00 -0.67 0.21 -0.21 

SEINE? 0.23 0.21 -0.12 -0.67 1.00 0.40 0.2 1 

ROUND? 0.28 0.26 -0.08 0.21 0.40 1.00 0.07 

WEIGHT -0.1 1 0.1 1 -0.10 -0.21 0.21 0.07 1.00 

TABS 

-0.1 4 

-0.1 1 

0.09 

-0.07 

-0.07 

-0.1 8 

0.15 

1.00 



The purpose of this thesis has been to explain observed connacmal arrangements 

in the 3.C. intermediate market for raw fish. Two general classes of contracts have been 

indentified: spcr-market arragemnts and incomplete long-term contracts accompanied 

by non-price cornpensanon. ?Ire use of ncmp&e compensation is hypothesized to be 

motivated by a desire to circumvenr the hold-up problem q e  potential for ex post hcld- 

up arises from the presence of transaction-specific assets in harvesting. Processon 

undertake ex r i m  credible commitments in order to induce fishers to invest in these 

transaction-specif c assets. 

The significance of this thesis is primarily the contribution of the empirical 

analysis. There has k n  relativeiy lirtle systematic empirical work done to test 

h-vp. : -ws of connacmd choice hat rely on transaction cost approaches. This analysis 

has objectively measured factors conrihting to the proposed explanatory variable (i-e., 

transaction-specific sunk investments) and assembled a sample of transactions with 

substantid variation in transactional chmcteristics. The relationship benveen observed 

variations in nmsaction charactsrisncs was then examined to test whether the predicted 

relationships krween them are in fact observed. 

The litde empirical work rhat has k e n  conducted in the area of contractual 

reIations has k e n  largely anecdotal, with the exception of labour contracts. Moreover, 

most, empirical work has focused on examining agents' choices between vertical 

integration and transactions conducted in the "market". The analysis in this thesis has 

aflowrd fur the inremate -  state beween spot mwkets a d  vertical integration. 

The following variables are identified zts contributing to asset-specificity 

perishability. vdume exchanged per deliver).. flexibility of the gear-type across species 



and dtlivert=d product-form, flexibifl,3; 3' the vessel across frsheri~r and flexibility of tfre 

processing technufcgy across inremediate and f ind  produc~-forms. Both non-igarmtriir 

and parametric empirical zsting was undertaken in order to test ttrc above hyp~thesis. , 

The noirparametric chi-square andjses conducted %t Chapter 6 provide strong 

support for a positive correlation betu;een the presence of isset specificity in transactions 

m2 h e  presence of non-p+e compensation in trmsactions. Similarly, the probit 

regressions undertaken in Chapter 6 are afsc supportive of a significantly positive 

correlation between the wove variables and connactuai choice. htorewer, the order& 

probi~walysis irdicates that asset specificity is positivel.. ~clated the the. 5:wtrgrh of 

verticd ties in  transacftons krween fishers and processois. 

This study idso has impomst implications for the magement of commercial 

Ss?eries. Understandir,g tl~e way in which transactors arrive at the rules that are to 

govern a trading relationship is crucial in markets subject to external management. If 

fisheries manigcrs are io undenake comprehensive cost-benefit analyses, contractual 

responsed to proposed regulations must be considered. A natural progression of tnis 

research involves an analysis of the effect of fisheries rnmsgemnt practises on the 

nattrre of conmctual mangewnts between fishers and processors. 
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